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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

I. INTRODUCTION

This, report represents the first ok four documents

designed to assess in detail the structure of fitness

promotion policy, and the function of fitness promotion

delivery systems in the United Statee,'Canada and Australia.

For purposes of this study we have adopted a multi-

faceted view of fitness promotion. The breadth of our

orientation toward fitness comes from our inclusion of the

promotion of sporting and recreational activities with

exercise and'physically strenuous activities which in turn are

the core of the deeply rooted semantic structure of fitness.

However, the view of fitness employed in this study exc' es,

many related health promotion activities. For example

nutrition habits/behaviors of individuals or the cessa-

of smoking have been intentionally omitted from our working

definition of fitness invoked here in order to enable analysts

to focus specially on that cluster or grouping of fitness

promotion and policy efforts in which dynamic participation in

physically active pursuits is advocated.

Each of the three national investigations focuses on

assessing:

How fitness initiatives first arose;

fl
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How these initiatives were formalized into broad 'goals;
directives or mandates;

To whom and how these mandates were entrusted:

How were/are they isplementedr-awhat are the factors
affecting implementation at each stage of the process- -
what policy, funding, accounting and monitoring
mechanisms are employed;

What are the specific processes and feedback mechanisms
involved in policy and prograd development; and

What approaches or structural features have been found
to be most successful and what reasons underlie
planned changes, if any?

the naktional investigations will each culwinate in the drafting

of a report on the fitness and health promotion policy and

delivery system of that country; the present report details

the existing fitness promotion and policy delivery mechaniim

in the United Stites: Subsequent to drafting each of the

three national reports a comprehensive document will be drafted

in *hi'h critical comparisons between the three nations

fitness policy and delivery mechanisms yill be drawn; 1

recommendations for effecting positive change in our own

system by transposing applicable and viable promotion

alternatives and/or policy emphases fiom the Canadian and

Australian systems will also be made.

RESEARCH METHOD640GY

Each national investigation will be implemented similarly

and seg6entially. The United States assessment was performed

first; :ace -to -face unstructured discussions were held with

directors or officials representing several federal agencies,

independent agencies, and prvate sector organizations and

associations over a one month period beginning June 8, 1981

and ending July 7, 1981. Telephone discussions were also

6.141.mmmlumnmesomompotnimmi.m.
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initiated with representatives of state agencies or actors

in Georgia, Ohio -and Ca'.4.ifoznia to assess the nature of fitness

program aCtivitieLtatt exist at the state and local levels

ass as to det e the impetus and funding origins for

such program Implementation. Telephone calls were also

placed to several actors involved in national policy design or

progvam activitieb if inmperson meetings could not be arrangdd

or if they could provide the necessary information over the

phone: Note that telephone dizesions will play a more

'important role in the Canadian tional assessment, and that

telephone discussions will be the only immediate means of

person-to-person communication employed in QUr ass assment Of

the Australian goverraent's national fitness prorstion policy

and program activities.

As noted above, all discussions with respondents were,

with the exception of a rather standardized greeting,

completely unstructured and open-ended. Initial telephone

contacts were made in order to assess immediately the nature

of an agency's involvement, in promoting physical fitaeds.

when it was-detezmined.that respondent's agencies/organizations

participeted in neither fitness policy formulation or program 1

formulation discussions were politely terminated. In almost.

all of these initial contacts the respondents provided analysts

with referrals to others either within or external to their

organization who were' in a better, position to 'relate pertineftt

information,. Follow-up phone calls were made to each actor

referred to usi and the discussion implementation process was

reinitiated.

In instances where respondents were able to Comment
lob

substantively on their agency's or organization's role in

fitness policy development or program implementation, a brief

conversation about the nature of these activities was initiated

and a determination made as to whether a person-to-person

meeting would ,be beneficial to making a complete assessment.

Ar
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In appropriate instances, person-to-person meetings were

scheduled and haplemepted:

All discussions focused oz the. six major categories of

inquiry outlined on page one of this report. Efforts were

alio made to capture information about program activities

and resources and relate' then to the seven categories of

program implementation/accomplishment presented in ODPHP's -

ten-year plan. These foci include:
4 Research and demonstration

.140nitoring efforts
- program monitoring
- data reporting systems

Inforifi'tion dissemination efforts

Providing technical assistance

Providing grants or seed monies

Providing health educational services

.Person -power development efforts.

The results of our efforts to categorize program initiatives

are presented in Appendix E. Appendices A-D present the

activity and policy summarit for each agency, organization,

or association found io have az. active policy or program

regarding the promotion ofphysic0. fitness. These

descriptions of program activities we derived primarily

from information obtained from discussion with key actors

and supplemented by information extracted from secoudary

source materials including:

a Empowering legislation, Congressional hearings

Organizational charts

Prograi descriptions

Agehcy and program prOgresi'reports.

-47
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Note that these Appendices form an important, working

part of this document providing the reader with the specific

policy and promotion activities pursued by involved

organizations. The reader might want ,to review these materials

before proceeding to Chapter Two. S (he) is encouraged to do

so Ad to refer to these important attachments freely and

frequently throughout his/her involvement with this report.

, The remainder of the narrative of this report (Chapter II)

focuses on summarizing our national policy development,

implementation and trianslation mechanisms as well as describing

prevalent program activities. hapter Two closes with some

observations made over the c se of this study. Our

recommendations regarding esile means of improving the

United States' health promotion delivery mechanism must await

completion of the Canadian and Australian assessments. These

are scheduled to begin in th!,beginning)of August and middle

of September, 1981, respectively.



II. DISCUSSION

This chapter presents a discussion of the findings from

Granville's'assessment of the fitness promotion policy and delivery

system in the United States. It begins logically with an

attempt to define policy and to delineate criteria to allow

identification of pertinent features of policy and delivery/

mechanisms. The narrative then proceeds, building ipon this

base to Chart the growth of policy and outline the present

delivery system for promotingffitness in the United States..

Specifically the chapter contains discussions on the,following

topics: r

Criteria for identifying national policy

):
The sis for concern with exercise as an element
of p lic policy r.

/
Cufient trends in exercise in the united States

The development of exercise policy

The transmission of exercise policy

Oberservations abou't fitness promotion efforts
includihg
- Focus
- Process
- Prominence

Integration of effort
- Efficacy and constraints

_6_
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Sports Promotion

Observations about sports promotion efforts.
IN

CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFYING NATIONAL POtICY

One of the major objectives of this investigation is to

'describe policy in the United States concerning pfiysicai

fitness and sports. Once the policy has-been identified, '.the

study aims at describing and commenting on tbe sysAfn through

which it _arried out.

Az a point of departure for performing these assessments,

it is important.to have some idea of how to answer the

question "Row will we know_ national policy when we see itV The

need to answer this-question is suggested by the recent statement

by retiring Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart in which he

expressed his regrets that he believesbewill be most

remembered for his, assertion in an obscenity case some years

ago that he couldn't define- pronography, but he knew it when

he saw it To avoid being left iz a similar quandary-

concerning fitness policy, several criteria are offeri;d below

as general guides in the effort to determine if fitness policy

exi-'sts'andwhat it looks like:

Policy should be formalized by means of official
statements regarding the need for action

Policy should be rational, i.e., it should be based
on evidence that a need for action exists and that
the proposed methods of addressing the need are
efficacious

Policy should be focused on achieving certain aims,
i.e., it should have goals and objectives

There should be a defined ,and agreed upon strateVy.
and structure for implementing the policy

- 7 13
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Policy should be comprehensive in that it should
include all key implementors at all levels and
it should be directed at all of those in need.of
attention

'Actions carried out in pursuit of policy should
be measurable. _ /

'It should be noted alsO that .our task is in a sense easier

than the one Mr. Justice Stewart was 'mice faced with because

of the relative ease a ,4;3tablishmg criteria such as those

listed above and becaus'i we do not have to render an absolute

opinion about the exisence of national policy. Rather, we

can view it as a relative quantity. For example., policy
, /

might be Round to. be formal and -overarching in terms of its

scope and its institutional prominence. Specifically, an

organizational en4ty might be created to carry out the

mission prescribei by the policy, as in the case of the

Canadians' crea on of Fitness Canada. Or, the policy might

be fit into an xisting structure and perhaps subsumed under

ongoing relatz efforts. Similarly, policy might be based

on the application of a sizeable amount of resources which

can provide incentives for key actors to participate "or ft

might rely on exhortations of volintary cooperation. Policy

might also be relatively broad or relatively narrow with

regard to the audience of implementors/enablers that it seeks

to invo4ve. A policy that involves a wide spectrum of public

agencieS\and private groups is most probably more comprehensive

than One that is piecemeal or strictly in:ra-mural. Lastly,

the question of vertical transference, i.e., the acceptance

and implementation of national policy at various points below

the national level, is of great importance and is involved in

some of the points mentioned above. The criteria and

considerations mentioned above have served to direct this

assessment.

-8-
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THE BASIS FOR CONCERN WITH EXERCISE AS AN ELEMENT OF PUBLIC
POLICY

Although public policy regarding exercise and physical

fitness has changed and evolved over time, it seems that recent

years have seen an intensifying interest in exercise that stems

largely from a concern with the high costs of health care:

Much has been said and written about the high and rapidly

spiraling financial costs of medical treatment, so no attempt

will be made here to prove the point. The relevant point is

that cost attempts at moderating costa have been directed

at delivering services more efficiently rather than at

reducing the demand for treatment The Surgeon General's

report Healthy People indicated that only about 4 percent of

Federal health expenditures were spent on prevention activities.

At the same time, the disease patterns of the U.S. population

reveal that chronic ailments are the leading cause of death.

Prominent among these is cardiovascular disease which leads

all other causes.

Research findings from various sources have revealed

exercise and other measures within the personal control of the

individual to have beneficial effects in reducing the incidence

of these illnesses. Vigorous, aerobic exercises in particular

have been identified as having positive effects on coronary

.)teart disease, hypertension, and diabetes mellitus. Anxiety

and depression also seem to be reduced and productivity seems

to be enhanced by aerobic exercise if it' is performed

frequently, vigorously and for sufficient periods of time.

The upshct of the convergence between concerns about the

costs of health care and the well-being of Americans, and

research findings thigi lifestyle changes can mike significant
*

inroads on health problems !is that the promotion of exercise

1.3 a plausible topic of public policy. Although making this

15



point in the report might be seen as "giving away" some of the

ensuing description of the development of exercise policy,

it is being` done to establish early on one of theciiteria

for public policy, i.e., that it have a sound rationale. More

detail concerning the divergent views on and approaches to

promoting exercise is preiented later in the report. For now

it is sufficient to note that the interest in promoting

exercise has a strong health care orientation'which is associated

with adirocacy primarily of vigorous, relatively strenuous .

activity.

.CURRENT TRENDS IN V2ROISE IN THE UNITED. STATES

Because the actual pursuit of fitness is the desired outcome

of-public policy and promotional_effpkts, it is relevant to

ascertain the disposition of the American public towards

exercise. In general, there has been an upsurge in paAici-

pation in exercise. However, the estimates of the level, type,

and distribution of this particitation are as varied as the

sppnsors of the assbssments themselves. The National Center for

Health Statistics reported in 1975 that 55 percent.ot,American,

adults exercise, although most do not exercise enough l/ In

1977, the Gallup poll estimated that 47 percent of those age-18

and over exercisedaily.. Pacific Mutual Insurance Company's

1978 survey found 37 percent of. adults exercising regularly.

Similarly, the Harris poll found, in 1979 17.7 million joggers,

while Gallup two years earlier found 24 million.?

1-7D , Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health, Disease
Prevention and Health Promotion: Federal, Programs and
Prospects, (September, 1978), p. 1718.

2/ Gregory S. Thomas, et., al. Exercise and Health: The
Evidence and Mm lications (Cambridge, Massa Oelgeschlager,
Gunn an Ha n, Public ears, Inc., 1981), p. 11.

-10- 16



These and othei surveys differ markedly in terms of sample

sizes, non-response biases, definitional issues, and the

specific questions asked. Also, people may overstate their

particfpation in exercise or other active' recreational

pursuits. Despite these differences and flaws, there seems

to be little'doubt that participatiorhs increased, especially

in active sports or exercise regimens such as joggingand

racquet sparts.3/ Evidence of the trend can be observed daily

in the commercialsproMOtion of exercise/fitness programs,

equipment, and sportwear, as well as in'the proliferatiortof

guidebooks which prescribe regimens, techniquei, equipment,

and self- rating instruments for various exercises, sports, and

other active recreational pursuits. Similarly, there has been

a great increase,in the proviVfon by employers of facilities

or structured exercise programs-for their'workersX

The reasons for the increased interest in fitness are not

completely clear. The effects of public and commercial

promotional efforts,, a possible shift in social attitudes away

from global issues and toward personal statisfaction and well-

being, and increased leisure time may all to some degree by

manifested in increased exercise and related activity.- 'In

addition, the fact that the post World War II baby boom

population reached yaung adulthood in the 1970s points to an

increased pool of potential'" "prime age" participants.

3/ Department of Interior, Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service, The Third Nationwide Outdoor Recreation Plan: They
The Executive Report, (3979), PP. 30,. 32.

4/ American Association of Fitness Directors in Business and
Industry, AAFDBI Action, (March; 1980), p. 4.

17



Conversely, the available data show that the fitness boom

in America today does not, for the most part, extend to those

segments of the population which do noossess certain.

enabling or predisposing characteristics.% These 'include

money, leisure time, education, did t?frresidual phylcal

resilience to unaertaie vigorouf

survey data indicate,that minorities, older'peisons, and-~

those with lob incomes are hot as likely ap:others.to.exerciseli

In Om sere view, it is a6o-ligrth noting 6;lthough further

investigation is warranted) that many employee fitness programs

seem to be more accessible to company executives and managers.

than to the rank and file workers. And, of course, the many

commercially promoted means of exercising, e.g., fitness clubs

or spas, are accessible only to those who can afford to pay

for thei:

There are several implications; of the current status of

exercise participation in the U.S. First, the fact that a

movement is already underway should make the job of a health/

exercise promotion policy easier in that the public is already

somewhat amenable to and familiar with the message. On the

other hand, the evolution of'fitness/exercise policy has been

fitful and late in coming, following rather thari leading the

movement. However, at this point is seems apparent that the

wave. of interest in exercise, for all of its force, has swept

over and left untouched many of those who could benefit most.

Thus, one of the-most important tasks for policymakers and

implementors is to target promotional and programmatic efforts.
As will be seen in the following section, this task is

especially hard for a number of reasons, including fragmehtation

of the mission and the resources among key actors, the autonomy

5/ Thomas, G. L. et. al, pp. 11, 12.

-12- 18
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of various sectors and levels of the system, differences in

philosophy regarding appropriate strategies, and a dearth of

financial incentives to carry out a consistently focused policy.

The next sectiOnktspreients a description of the evolution of

public Wicy is it'cutrently exists, including the approaches

taken in attempting to galvanize the system and the major

emphases of various entities.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXERCISE POLICY

In this section, primary attention is directed at the

mission and activities of various Federal agencies and the

influence of key pieces of legislation on the formulation of .

a national policy regarding exercise and physical fitness.

While recognizing that numerous private brganizatioaa and non

Federal agencies have mandates and policies that deal with or

provide for fitness related activities, the fact is that their

efforts for the most part have developed independently. As

such they are elements to be considered and contented' with in

a national strategy, but do not in themselves constitute

guiding forces in its development. References to these

other actors will be made as appropriate in describing ongoing

efforts, the structure of the system as it exists, and the

efforts of lead agencies to effect an integrated approach.

Presid ent'e Council on Fitness ind Sports

Any attetapt to describe the history of fitness policy and

promotion in the U.S. must begin with the Council. It was

established in 1956 by President Eisenhower to deal specifically

with the fitness of young Americans. The iMpEtus was a finding

that American youngsters fared poorly,on a fitness test in

comparison with their European counterparts. This emphasis

-1319



was continued under President tsKennedy with the institution of

the Youth Fitness Test and Presidential Physical Fitness

Award program to` monitor and encourage feitApas among school age

children. Besides simply noting the Council's early,.focus on

youth, these actions seem in retrospect to haViTbeen a symptom

of the cold milk era in which nation was concerned with

assessing and building eta strength. Our youth appeared

relatively unfit in 1956. In 1957 the Soviets launched

Splitnik only later to threaten to "bury" us. Thus, fears .hat

the nation was lagging physically, technologically, and

'militarily were'strong.. Against this backdrop, the Council's

activities had a relatively heavy orientation towards

'strength, durability, Sports, and competitiveness. This

approach remains -in evidence today in many of the programs

the-Council sponsors and in the composition of the 15 member

Presidentially appointed Council which usually contains

several note sports figures. In this vien, the Council

only recently appointed George Allen, who gained recognition

both as a brilliant professional football coach and strict

disciplinarian, to ,serve as their Director. It should be

noted though that the Council's emphases have diversified

Over time to include strong support for the establishment

of fitness programs for all age groups.

One of the first observations about the Council as a

national body is that it has very little money. Current

funding is less than one million dollars per year. The

Council's small professional staff uses part of this budget

to conduct an information dissemination campaign through mass

media public service announcements and the distribution of

pamphlets. However, most other efforts involve encouraging

other parties to take action; the lion's share of these

efforts are directed at the private sector. For example,

through its affiliate, the American_ Association of Fitness

-14- 20



Directors in Business and Industry (RAFDBI), the Council

encourages and assists in the establishment of employee fitness
programs. The Council also lends its assistance and sponsorship
to fitness'related programs or events that private sector

organizations aie willing to finance. A major public sector
involvement of the,Council which appears to ha substantial
potential for the smooth 'Elsrmiseion of fitness policy to
the grassroots level is its technical and exhortatory support
for Governois' Councils on Physical Fitness and Sports which
operate at the state level and are Intended to engage ::n much
the same type of promotiOn, program development, and,capacity

and coalition building that tie Presient's Council does
nationally. .Thel Governors' COuncils which exist in about
half the states are free to establish their own objectives,
receive no Federal fundi, are often uniterstaffed, and often

are subject to dissolution when govern is change.!" In

tshart, the Council has worked largely outside the realm of

the Federal bureaucracy and has used to the prestige of its

name and the credibility of the Council members and the staff
to good effect in stimulating interest in the private sector

in devoting resources to fitness related programs. The ,&

constraints facing the Council in addition to its small size

and budget, however, has been that its mission 'is quite

broadly defined and that it must rely solely on the process

of persusion and gaining consensus to bring abnut action. As
a result, the Council has not really been able to direct an,
attack with much control over those being rallied to go into
battle in the name of fitness. Rather, the Council has tended
to support a Variety of jointly or completely externally
Initiated efforts checking only to ensure that they are soundly

6/ The Granville Corporationt_Assessment of the Establishment
and Operations of Seven Governor's Councils ,on Fitness
and Sports .(July, 1981) Prepared for ODPHP under PHS
Contract Na. 283-78-0183.
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conceived and consistent with its broad goals. This approach
has been successful in railing awareness and marshalling
private resources. MOM years ago the Councirs stiff reported
to The Granville Corporation in an earlier*investigation that
$30 million had been "leveraged" in a year. More recent figures
might well be higher.) In fact, .-tie Council's efforts in this
regard arm to have presaged current efforts to build a ,

national policy which will rely heavily on private sector
involvement. However, the Council's activitlies genezaly
seem to have been carried out in relative isolation from most
of the relevant Federal agencies' nd to havelbeen based in a
mission statement which, thou6national in scope does not
seeks to carry the type of official sanction that would certify
it as national policy.

Another point regarding theCouncil is that its position
regarding the appropriate tick for promoting fitness is a
bit unclear. Recalling its origins as a youth/sports oriented
body, the Council has continued for the most part to emphasize
strenuous activities. Although it has moderated its initial
position to include a greater emphasis on aerobic: activities,
there have been those that have felt the Council's stance still
gives too much emphasis to non-aerobic sports and activities
which, build strength, coordination and flexibility. other!fhave
viewed the 'Council as too rigid in its support of aerobic
exercises, claiming that the Council's positibn does not
accommodate the needs of special populations such as the elderly
and does not appeal to-the wider interests of thoie who are not
attuned to such pursuits as jogging, and racquetball. In fact, the
Council has stated its backing for a variety,of aerobics
oriented exercises, but seems to have a "jock ", image in.the
eyes of a large segment of the health and reOkeation community.

A final note regarding the Council concerns the fact that
its history of various organizational placements brought its
staff for a short period of time into the Office of Disease
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Prevention and Health Promfition. 'This woul$ seem to.have
;

provided a good opportunity to achieve a melding.of emphases

to extend the,gpvernment'shealth promotion effort into th

private sector and the sports7world and to achieve a consex us

and ,a unified.focis'for a fitness promo on'strateiy. For

philosophical and bureaucratic reason , the he combination neier

jelled and 'the Council's staff was removed from ODPHP. Currently,

the healthpromotion/fitness "track" of ODPHP and the sports/

fitness "track" of the Couhcil have partially converged again

in a cooperative endeavor to construIt a plan of action for

achieving the health objectives for the nation for 1990 as

they relate to exercise and physical fitness. More detail

about.thiS is provided, in the following discussion of'ODPHPr
.

Office. of Diesease Prevention and Health Promittion

In attempting to find national policy thiough identifica-

tion of key actors/lead agencies, it is appropriate to look

at the inception and initiatives of the' Office of Disease

Prevention and Health Promotion (ODPEP). The passage of

P.L. 94417, the National Consumer Health Information and

Health Promotion Act of 1976, constituted one of the earliest

recognitions and formal actions concerning the importance of'

,health promotion as part of a larger preventive health strategy.

The legislation established. the Office of Health Information'

and Health Promotion (which later came under the umbrella of ,

ODPHP) in the Office o the Assistant Secretary for. Health.

This office was to p y the leading role in coordinating both

.(then) DREW, Other Federal government, and non-government

actions. P.L. 94-317 also spoke for the first time about.

national goals and the formulation of action steps for

carrying them out.

-17-
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The firit follow-up action was thp work of a Departmental

task force .to analyze 6HEW and other Federal prevention/health

promotion efforts. The resulting report was important' in

providing asfrglift,sif reference for subskuent steps, because

it gave momentum to the intent of P.L. 94r317. It also

conceptualized health status goals and gave definition to

health promotion, health:protection, and prevention services.

Of relevance to this study is the:report's formal identification/

sanctioning of exercise as an importentsfacet of disease

prevention.and health promotion.

The next major event affecting policy development and

involving the Office of Health Information and Health'

Promotion was the 1978 passage of P.L. 95-626; the Health

Services and Centers Amendements of 1978. This act had two

important featuias relevant to exercise policy. First, it

.gave_special prominence to the importance of physical fitness

by establishing an Office of Physical Fitness and Sports

Medicine which was joined with.the °Mice of Health Information

and Health Promotia:- A review of the Congressional Record

indicates that some ofthe"impetui for this actionswas due to

what were viewed as impressive advances made by the ftesident's

Council.' The new office which was to operate with the advice

of the Council was seen as a means of extending these efforts,

partictilarly in encouraging lifetime sports, leveraging private

funds, and establishing Governors' Councils. The second

important feature of the act was that it took ltmited action

or:1th° task fokce report's discussion of the importance of

financial incentives by providing for some project grants

and formula grants to states to be authorized for preventive

health services. Directly relevant to exercise /fitness was

the authorization' of funds for grantb to states for establishing

state councils on fitness. More important ultimately, however,

was the fact that money never has been appropriated for the
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operation of Teigeg office, nor for the grants for state

councils. As a result, as efforts to develop exercise po cy

have continued there has been a resultant need to rely beau y3h.1

on the less tangible tools leadership, consensus ,'and

coordination--this tack was embraced by ODPHP.

With these tools partially in place,':the next of fort was

to imbue the efforts of ODPHP and. its correspondents. with more

of the credulity and stature of national policy. This came

about in' the form of Healthy People: The Surgeon Genexal's

Report on Health Promotion and DiSease Prevention. Along with

an.accampanying Background Papers document which explains yin

detail the ricammended approaches to and scientifically based-

justifications for exercise and 14 other prevention areas,

tba\ Surgeon General's Report lays out goals for the health

of five agt groups and again makes the tripartite distinction

between health promotion, health protection, anti preventive

health services. These goals have been furtherspecifieddand

objectives derived and publicized in Rroaoting Health and

Preventing Disease: Objectives for t4Mtion. 44ain, one

of the fifteen sets of objectives focuses on the goal -area of

physical fitness and exercise. i

Recently ODPHP has convened various task forces to outline

the action steps to be contributed by involved agencies,

organizations end assuCiations in an attempt to achieve the

goals for the nation by 1990. ODPEP's leading rola has been

carried out by acting as facilitator of health promotion and

disease ptevention objectiVes for the nation. The objectives

aim at improved health status, reduced risk factors, increased

public/professiOnal awareness, improved services/protection,

and improved surveillance and evaluation: pursuit of these

objectives is planned to include heavy involvement by schools,

recreation providers, and the private sector. Implementation'

is still in its early stages and ODPHP has specific-actions in

-19-
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min4, but, as noted above, will have to rely largely on its

persuasive powers and those of the President's COuncil which

is co-chairing the exercise/fitness initiatives.

Other Poli tions
4

n addition to the Council ndsODFRP, there are of

course; namerous'other public and private ..)rganizations with

an interest in' physical fitness and exercise, whether it be

from the standpoint of research, manpower development, or

health education. No attempt will be made here to detail

their program foci and activitins. Details on these can be

found in the.Appendices which comprise summary activity

rel.,rts on individual agencies. These reports serve lss the

foundaion for this overview and the.accampanying.observetions

presented subsequently. Instead attention in this.section

is focused on organizations that Are in positions of leadership

or coordination with respect to constituent entities outsid*
the health field and Which represent different philosophies of

exercise/fitness promotion. The agencies to be discussed

ars:

In ttie area of recreation, the Department of
Interior and the National Recreption and Parks
Association

The Department of Education

Recreation Promoters. in addition to those who actively

promote exercise /fitness for its awn sake or with the aim of

improving health status are those who make opportunities

available foK engaging in physical activity. The overlap

between rercise and recreation is a natural one even if

.the two are not fully congruent,fi.e., not all exercise is

recreation and vice versa. However, in recent years the

relationship has beeAssformalized as an aspect of public

-20-
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policy. ?or example, the Third Nationwide. Outdoor Recreation

Plan issued in 1979 by the former Heritage Conservation and

Recreation,Service' (Ht RS1 of the Department of Interior

imphasizes the physical and mental benefits of exercise and

the link with *reorehian..' The Plan calls for increased

emphalsis on the development ;of fekcilities and programs that

support vigorous/strenuous pursuit. This is in concert

with the'health'Tobjectives for the nation concerning exercise

that are being managed by ODPHP as described earlier and

4r-enacts the existence of RCM's linkages with ODPHP and- the

President's Council.

It should be noted though, that the activities of the

former HCRS in taking this tack in its planning/policy

denielopment represents a general' convergence of philosophy

with health promoters and an orientation to comprehensive

planning and the same wide-ranging coordination in which ODPHP

is engaging. Beyond that, it isimportani to recognize that

most recreation planning is passive in the sense that people

must be predisposed to active recreation before they will

use the facilities. Interviews with the National Park' Service

and the Bureau of Land Management, as well as with the

,Department of Agriculture's Forest Service, revealed an

orientation to resource management which bailOally opens

wilderness lands or parks to the public for all uses compatible

with preservation aims. Due to this orientation, high existing

demand, and lack of financial resources, little is done in the

way of active promotion by DOI.

Where active promotion of recreation ts being conducted,

however, theta is a significant difference in philosophy from

the health promotion orientation. Whereas, most promotion of

exercise and fitliess done by health agencies iiboriented to

vigorous, aerobic exercises, recreational promotion is much

broader. The prime example encountered in this study is the
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National Recreation and Parks Association's new Life: Be In It

campaign. This promotional effort is extremely proactive in

its use of various media, events and national coverage. The

program was imported from Australia where it has met with

great success. The key point about Life: Be In It is that it

represents an attempt to appeal to the broadest possible

segment of the public. It does not push a particular type

of exercise, but rather emphasizes the value of being active

in the use leisure'time. NRPA's philosophy in spcusoring

this type of campaign is that promotional efforts which

emphasize aerobic or other strenuous activity are too

narrowly focused and will not be effective in promoting

behavioral change in the large segment of the audience that

is not amenable to vigorous activity and/or an abrupt

change in their behavior patterns (i.e., adopting a jogging

regimen). NSPA's view is thit any active pursuit of leisure

has benefits for general well-being and that initial involve-

ment in relatively easy or slow paced recreation (read

enjoyable activity might lead naturally to pursuit of more

vigorous activity later.

The intention here is not to take sides between approaches

to fitness promotion, but to point out that different approaches

exist and are not mutually exclusive. Time and additional

monitoring and evaluation will be necessary to determine the

relative efficacy of the approaches relating to viewing fitness

as achieved by imposing a structure on lifestyle (e.g. fitness

regimens) or incorporating increased activity levels as part

of lifestyle (e.g. hiking, walking to work).

A final note about the translation of recreation policy

into action is that it might begin to suffer from a lack of the

instrumentalities mentioned earlier in this paper. These are

strong leadership and coordination - which had been the

purview of HCRS - and financial incentives. In the present
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climate of fiscal restraint, there is some doubt about future

funding levels for programs such as the Land and Water

Conservation Fund which provides both Federal'and state agencies

with funds for acquisition and development of recreation

facilities and for State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans

(SCORPO. The lack of meney for facilities or for SCORPs will

remove a major incentive for states to plan well or to follow

Federal leads in program emphases.

Education. Another area promoting fitness but outside the

health sector is education. From the early days of the

President's Council with its youth fitness orientation to

today's efforts to achieve national health promotion objectives,

scbools have been recognized as important loci for promoting

fitn,Iss. Although schools traditionally and, in most states

and localities, by law have had to proVide physical education

(P.E.), there has been great diversity in the amount of P.E.

to which students are exposed and in the conte-t; of the

curricula that are followed. This seems to have come about

for two reasons:

An absence of anything approaching a national policy
regarding P.E. in general and fitness in particular

The historical autonomy of state and local public e,
school governance

In this investigation, the activities of the Department of

Education through its Office of, Comprehensive School Health

were examined.. This Office was established two years ago

to promote school programs with a comprehensive health

education component and to build linkages with those programs

and with health-related agencies.

The Office's policy is to encourage comprehensive,

,sequentially planned K-12 school health education programs.

The Department's policy is not to support separate exercise

and fitness curricula. The barrier to the development and
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more of promotion of comprehensive curricula is that

the office is largely unfunded. Specifically, a program of

grants to states and local agencies for comprehensive school

health education efforts was authorized by law, but has not

received appropriations. Thus, the office has been-placed

in the same position as several other lead agencies discussed

in this paper. It must rely on consensus and cooperation

and is not able to provide financial incentives.

Further detail on the Office of Comprehensive School

Health is provided in Appendix B. The status of fitness promotion

in schools in three states investigated in this study is contained

in the following section; further detail ie presented in Appendix E.

A final note regarding. promotion of exercise in educational

settings concerns the trend in colleges and .universities

toward the de-emphasis of lifetime sporti in favor of

revenue producing sports. In 1978, it was reported that

among the 722 members of the National Collegiate Athletic

Association, there had been a 5 percent decrease ,n required

general physical education courses.!'_. The National Conference

on Education In Lifetime Sports conducted, by ODPUP and the

President's Council attacked this issue. However, it appears

that no one has control over these developments and schools

are free to follow their preferences especially those with

built in financial incentives.

7/ U.S. Congressional Record-Senate (September 291.1978),
vol. 123, No. 155, p. S]6566.
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THE TRANSMISSION OF EXERCISE POLICY
4

Of critical importance in the formation and implementation

of a national policy is the question of how it Wpromulgated

to and carried out by state and local implementors. The -.
#41.

system as it has existed to date has-been characterized.by.

such diffusion in the responsibilities of Federal agencies

for policies and programs dealing with exercise that no real

structure can be discerned in the downward'flow of policy.

Exercise policy has been piecemeal, if not ephemeral. Where

it is piecemeal there are different systems, strategies, and

philosphies. The preceding sections have, referred to health

systems, recreatioh systems,'education system f, and private

enterprise. In the absence of an overarching policy,

deciaionmakere and implementors in each sphere have acted

more or less independently. Where policy has been ephemeral,

exercise has been simply a traditional or undefined part of

larger agendas,

Within this system of individual enterpraneurial efforts,

there are some few ties between, Federal and State governments

in the transmission of policy. However, the few ties that

do exist are maintained not because of the promulgation of a

coherent policy stance; on the part of the Federal government

which is supported. by the ,states, bit rather because of the

stipulations which exist in Federal agency grants to states

for implementl:ng fitness promotion activities. For example,

the Center of Disease Control made available to 50 states

over 16 million dollars in grant money inFY 1980. These

funds were to be employed in state efforts to iRplement

health education programs especially in the areas of smoking,

cessation and substance abuse -both areas of high visibility

and potential political volatility. Only a small portion

of these grants are used for promoting fitness and exercise.
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To obtain these' grants the states must engage in specific

activities including:

Establishing working relationships with local health
promotion organizations

Performing a statewide inventory of fitness and
health promotion programs

Perforiing epidemiological surveys of risk factors

Establishing's surveillance system of morbidity and
mortality

Providing technical assistance to community
Organizations undertaking-fitme.es-and-health
promotion.'

But even in pursuing these activities states differ in their

emphasis and the procurement process employed. For example,

the_ state of California issues RIPPs focusing op areas of

interest.to them, while Georgia lets grants on a less

competitive basil! (details of states fitness promotion

activities are presented in Appendix E). Though it matters

little,what tile of procurement process is employedpstates

do seem to follow their own chosen course and areas of emphasis

even when fulfilling contract/grant agreements. It should

also be noted that states' emphasis an fitness promotion

delivery has traditionally an4 still does focus on the

school setting. Only recently have states begun to effect

prograis for. special populations te.g., handicapped, elderly).

This typo. of autonomous action is also pursued by states'

other fitne7.0 promotion agencies with linkages or reporting

responsibilities to Federal agencies. Both Governors' Councils

and State Department of Education seem to behave relatively

independently, free from the dictates of Federal coordinating

or leadership agencies (i.e., the PCPFS, the U.S. Department

of Education). Clearly, there exist certain bonds and sharedV

goali that results in common activities, bUt fitness promotion

is left almost e4tirely to the discretion of State agencies.

32
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Examples of the variety of lead state agencie and their

location in the hierarchy of government provide suff

elaboration upon this point. Assessment of the fitness

promotion policies and delivery mechanisms in the states

of California, Ohio and Georgiavolvealed that the states

themselves vary in,the extent to which their fitness

promotion efforts item from specific policy goals and the

extent to whist these effbrts are coordinated. The State

Planning Committee for Health Education in Ohio (SPCH for

the past 30 years has provided a forum for the joint planning

and coordination of health education programs, .personnel and

resources. The SPCHEO represents official state agencies,

professional health organizations and univertitles. Physical

fitness and exercises prdthotion, however is only one of many

componeUts in their health education efforts. The Governor's

Council in California has recently formed an intergovernment

coalition for the expressed purpose of coordinating, fitness

pormotion efforts on the part of the state and county

government. That this group is specifically concerned with

physical fitness and exercise promotion should result in

effective coordination of a rather comprehensive program. To

date the State of Georgia has not effected the coordination of

their fitness and exercise promotion efforts. Their effofts in

this area are many and diverse though no one agency has taken

the lead in coordinating a comprehensive program of activities.

Although individually initiated state and local programs

promoting fitness and exercise might be viewed as a failure of
Federal policy to guide activities, this view wirld be wrong. The

local implementation of prograMs can be based -ou an assessment

of the needs of the community and therefore tailored to meet

these needs although not necessarily fulfilling some more

general and perhaps less appropriate purpose. However, the

point to be made here is that there is a serendipitous

synchrony that exists.between the Federal governments' desire
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to enhance the fitness of the citizenry and local efforts to

improve community residents' health, and that flute, states

and localities have been the primary initiators of fitness*

promotion programs. To the -extent that they could obtain

Federal support Woad funding) they also initiated programs

that would fulfill grant or contract requirements. Additionally,

as was observed in California, same of the local implementation

efforts are efftcted by the private sector.' For example,

local track club in Sacramento.annually sponsors a four mile

run. Again, these efforts are aimed at fulfilling community

needs rather than, specific mandates or grant requirements.

It is perhaps for this reason that the private sector has

figured largely in OPPHP's design to promote fitness. However,

it should also be noted that business is rarely beneficent

and that financial incentives (e.g., good pres.s, tax, write-
offs.) are often at the heart of their philanthropy. To

further ensure their efforts incentives will have to be

present or provided continually.'

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT FITNESS POLICY

At the beginning of this chapter several criteria were

set forth as hallmarks of policy. Briefly restated, these

criteria require that policy be foxmalizek based.ona proven

need, and aimed at certain goals. Furthere'there should bb

plans of.action that are generally accepted and there should

be ways of measuring the success of the actions taken.

Finally, to qualify as national to scope and importance, the

policy should include all key decisionmakers and implementors,

not only at the national level, but at state and local levels

as, well. With these criteria in mind, a number of ibservations

about the United States' fitness promotion policy and delivery

systems can be made. These are presented in the following ,-

paragraphs.

3.
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The first observation is that there has not been a unified

policy on physical fitness that meets these criteria. To be

sure, there have been formalized statements and there has been

documentation. of the Aimed for action, at least in terms of

the substantial benefits thit would accrue to individuals

and society if people exercised more. However, there has

not been a policy which-is cliar consistent, and comprehensive.

In addition to the countless isolated or categbrical initiatives

that have taken place fbr reasons -of preferencp, tradition,

social benefit, or financial gain, there have been several

fitness related strategies which have had, many of the

characteristics of policy. Specifically, within DHSS there

is an Emergent strategy that has increasingly recognized the

value of physical exercise as a means of preventing disease.

The rationale is that certain modifications in personal

'behavior constitute a good defense against chronic disease

and the high costs of medical care. The primary proponent

of this strategy is ODPHP which is increasingly acting to

coordinate policy formulation/dissemination and program

delivery mechanisms. Their efforts are however still in

progress; the full impact of the strivings is yet to be

realized.

In addition to the health strategy, there has been a recrea-
.

tion strategy which emphasizes the full spectrum of leisure

activities as a means to general wel.l-being. This system which

46 Federally based in the Department of Interior (and nationally

based in the private sector in NRPA) seems to have a well

structured process for identifying issue areas and for gaining

consensus on appropriate actions. The recreation stern

incorporates a wide-range of actors and contains several

instruments for effecting the policy. Here again, exercise

and fitness are acknowledged aspects of recreation policy, but

are considered along with numerous others. Perhaps the most-

salient point about the recreation strategy for this study



though, is that is encompasses a wide array of activities

many of which have little to do with directly improving

physical health.

To a large degree overlapping the health and recreation

strategies is the area'of.skerts and physical performance.

ThikOVerlap lies in the fact that many sports have health

benefits and virtually all of them are engaged ih for their

enjoyment value. Aiide from these aspects, however, a large

part of the interest in. and promotion of both individual and

team sports and conditioning regimens seems to be rooted in

an interest in competition and in being strong, coordinated

and. generally capable. Tke. earlier discussion about the

initial emphasis of the President's Council touched on this 40

orientation. Also, in spite of recent- countervailing efforts,

there seems to be a substantial residual emphasis in school

physical education programs on team sports and strength

enhancing activities. While the sport/fitness arena appears

to be neither fish nor.fowlin terms of health or recreation

it would seam to present both an obstacle and an opportunity

for those interested in promoting exercise. The obstacle lies

in the task of engendering in the implementors of sports and

phyiical education a commitment to promote the health benefits

of sports and exercise regimens and to emphasize lifetime

sports. In addition, such efforts may not be in concert-with

the competitive and partil:ipatory factors that make sport's

appealing. The opportunity is that predisposition of many people

to sports may serve as an avenue of appioach that would not

otherwise be open.

Further discussion of sports in terms of policy, goverance

structures, and promotion is presented in the following section.

36
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VIn.short, it appears that whereas a preeminent exercise

and fitness strategy has not existed, there are several

strategies which historically have operated more or less

autamonouely. All of'them acknowledge to seised egree the

importance of exerciie and physical fitnessi however, in each

case fitness is one part of a strategy to achieve.a broader

set of outcomes. Thus, fitness is sanctioned and promoted,

but does not carry with it the primacy and visibility of a

more global or overarching policy. Instead, the different

strategy areas, while somewhat complemeitary, also tend to

offset, each other (.such problems were observed with same

regularity during the course.of this assessment) .

The complementary aspects of the different systems are

that there are numerous opportunities for building linkages

through cooperative agreementsl'inforAption sharing, joint

use of promotional Mechanisms, and financial cooperation.

However, the nature of such a system is such that there is a

greater likelihood that differences in philosophlOwill persist

and that the mechanisms for channelling prescriptions for

action and the resources to carry them out will remain

sufficiently, diverse as to perpetuate thended for intensive

efforts in coordination and consensus building among

implementors. Such differences also ultimately tend to

present.the public with mixed signals that are relatively hard

to read. /

This diversity at the national level raises the issue of

the pathway by which policy travels to the intended implementors.

Simply put, the existence of multiple strategies is matched

by the existence of even more ccmplex pathways. Within policy/

strategypreas there are 'numerous mechanisms for transmitting

information ihd assistance. both technical and financial.

This is virticulary true in the health area.3HPHP has emerged
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as a viable lead agency' and is pursuing the arduous task of

creating a system for impl .tirig policy in thi various

areas specified in the h th objectives for the nation.

Bowyer, for the exercise/fitness initiatives alone there

are numerous relevant agencies and programs both in and out

of MSS and the Federal government which operate in an

independent or categorical manner. More ;often than not,

their-counterparts at the state and local levels have the

option to spend money or otherwise take action in accordance

with theii own priorities. The emphasis given to fitness

and exercise in such i system is.bound to vary greatly.

This leads to a point which surfaced repeaiedli"in the

course of this investigation, i.e., the lack of incentives

for state and local entities to carry out exercise and

fitness's related policies developed at the national level. 1.n

almost every instance, policymakers and program heads hive

to rely heavily on developing consensus, forging cooperative

links, and disseminating guidelines or. instructional materials.

Various mechanisms which have a primary emphasis on fitness

have been sat up by law to pmovide"funding for state and local

action. Most notable are the grants authorized. for state

councils on fitness, comprehensive school bealtb curricula,

State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans, and CDC Risk

Reduction Grants. The: first two have never been funded

while the funding for SCORPs was, at the time of this

investigation reported to be in jeopardy. The inability to

provide financial incentives such as these removes an important

lever from the handl; of those trying to effect a national

effort. Only CDC's grant offerings have carried 1ith them

stipulations regarding appropriate/required use Of funds

actually granted. States reported general compliance with these

requirements and noted the benefits of participating in the

prOgram. However, expenditures on fitness represent only a

very mall part of CDC grant expenditures.
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The importance of financial incentives is underscored by
.

the encouraging response of private industry to the idea of

establishing emplOyes fitness programs. .Sven in the absence

of tax incentives tone of the measures contemplated in the

Objectives for the Nation), a growing number of firms have

established fitness programs. However, their enthusiasm may

be due largely to tieoprehence of a built in financial

incentive which exists in the form of the expected improvements

in attendance, productivity,
4
morale, and decreased health

iniurance claims and turnover.

Although not a formal part.of this investigation, a

relevant observation is that there has been an upsurge in the

commercial promotion of exercise and fitness. This is an

area which is relatively uncontrollable from a policy stand -

.point.' However, itr growth supports the findings of various

surveys and general assertions that physical fitness is of

increasing interest in this country. This in turn bodes well

for the ability of national strategies promoting exercise and

fitness to achieve success. However, the initial observation

fiat a' unified national policy for promoting fitness has not

existed to date still remains. Together these observations

indicate that policy development efforts like those now being

made by 09AIP and the President'i Council are late in coming,

followin a trend, rather than, presaging it. lioever, from our

assessment o the fitness promotion activities, engagftd in by

Federal .and State governments and private organizations and

associations, a cooperative and comprehensive national fitness

policy and program is achievable. The operating structures exist

but the incentives a e scattered or non-existent.. ODPHP, in

attempting to fulfil their mission is trying to coordinate

the many actors' acti ities with special emphasis on the

private sector. Given, the general lack of incentives or direct

guidance made available by the Federal and State governments

this seems the only rational tack.

4+
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A final enervation concerns the systems that supply the

information used to justify and direct exercise promotion

and to monitor its effects. The first ,,,system invcaves the

creation and maintenance of. a scientific base regarding the

effects of physical exercise on various aspects of health.

This investigation revealed that a substantial amount of

research has been conducted, the largest single source being

the National Heart, Lung and Slcod Institute (NHLBI).

However, it appears that exercise research has not genera4ly

received-formal priority in the agendas .of researchers and

the means by which specific efforts come. about is a'bit

unclear. However, at same agencies like'the National Institute

on.Aging. exercise related/research is gaining momentue and

committment to devote sole resources to pursue tuch*work has

been-

In addition, in agencies' performing exercise related

research, e.g., several of the National 'institutes of Health,

there seems to be no established mechanism( for coordination

of effort across organizational lines. However, information,

sharing 'through both forialand informal mechanisms occurs

and as a function of this data sharing and documentation of

the broad impacts of,exeraiSe, exercise related research is

gaining slowly in popularity at many of the Federal research

institutes.

In its efforts to work toward the health objectives for

the nation, ODPSP has or will soon initiate linkages to ensure

a more formal recognition and emphasitAf exercise as an

important area for continued research. Earlier in this paper

it was pointed out.that existing titsearch has provided a

rationale and a basis for concern with the promotion of

exercise at least from the standpoint of a policy emphasizing

health promotion. However, for the policy to be properly

direct over rime, it will be important to seek out new
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findings which could. overturn, redirect, or reemphasize some

of the ongoing efforts. ODPHP's plans for influencing

research agendas if suocdisful would meet this need and

provide a central point for synthesizing findings and sigAalling

implementorsi.

The "fastest for monitoring the effects of efforts tb

promote exercise are similarly diffuse and lacking in

uniformity. As noted iathe,earlier section on trends in

exercise participation, several surveys have been taken.

However, there does not 'Seem to be any means of assuring that

monitoring data will continue to be collected, especially in

a way that will pray*" a clear Indication of trends. :n

addition to overall estimates of participation for various

groups and activities, it would be desirable for efforts to be

undertaken to determine the relative of of different

approaches. Relevant here is the previous discussion of

philosophies of exercise that emphasize health oriented

promotion of aerobics versus a broader range of leisure

pursuits (as in Life Be In It) and sportsicompetit4on oriented

promotion. The point, here is not to prescribe the institu-

tionalization of a periodic national fitness survey, but

rather to indicate a need for, coordination and 'consistency

in the use of existing surveys. Most prominent among these ,

are the Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (HANES) and

Health Information Survey (HIS), both sponsored by the National

.Center for Health Statitties in the PHS. HANES already collects

same information relevant to assessing fitness levels (e.g.

blood pressure, resting heart rate) aspart of their normal

clinical assessment of American's overall health. Additional

pertinent measures might be readily included. The HIS is

designed to include am.ual special interest supplements.

Earlier ODPHP had included a health-habit survey supplement

and obtained data from a.representative sample of approximately

-35-
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40,000 households and 120,000 citizens from all age groups.

Clearly, similar supplements could be designed to focus on

exercise as well as other health behavior information. for

periodic inclusion as a suppl.anent in the HIS fie. g. each

third or fourth year). ThOugh other surveys sponsored by

other agencies are available means of assessing infozmation,

the HANES and HIS should be the means of first resource

because of their econO6y, regplarity and the amount of control

that the government might exert over their design and

administration. Further detail about both surveys are

presented in the NCRS activity summary in Appendix A.

In addition to periodic assessments of the. general public's

fitness a series of specialized studies to deterpine the

effects of particular initiatives would be beneficial. In

point of fact, the evaluation of .special initiatives is

included in the goals and objectives set' for the nation;

impartial vendors of research will be required to implement

such specialized assessment activities.

DISCUSSION AND OBSERVATIONS ABOUT SPORTS POLICY

This investigation was aimed at identifying national

policies and tracing the process by which they are developed

and implemented in two areas - exercise and sports, both

of which are viewed for purposes of this effort as facets

of physical fitness. 'The preceding sections of this paper

have dealt with the first area with only scattered references

to sports as it relates to exercise promotion and recreation.

This section focuses exclusively on sports, covering in turn

the governance structure, sports medicine, sports promotion

for the public, and observations regarding' local implementation

and motivation to participate.
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Governance

The only formal system for a national for even State)

sports policy encountered in this study is the set of

organizations that govern elite amateur. competitions especially

those leading to participation in international sports events

like the Olympic Games. At the top of the organizational

pyramid is the ,U.S. Olympic Committee (USOC) which has been

designated by the Amateur Sports Act of 1978 agi the coordinating

body for amateur athletic activities. Among the USOCs

responsibilities is designation of other organizations as

national governing bodies for those sports included in the

programs of the Pan ATerican and Olympic Games. , The USOC

is a private corporation which receives its funding from

' private sponsors and public donations.

The duties of the national governing, bodies include:

Developing interest in participation in their sports,

Representing the U.S. in international sports
federations,

Conducting amateur 'athletic competition, and

Recommending to the USOC the individuals and teams
to represent the U.S. in the Olympic and Pan
American gains

Sanctioning participation in international amateur
athletic competition

A listing of national and international govern 1g bodies

including the-representation of the national bodied, in the
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in the USOC Rouse.of Delegates is shown below.8/
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In addition to overseeing the competitions sponsored. by

the national governing bodies, the USOC has developed training

centers to provide facilities, accommodations and training

slpport for athletes selected by each sports governing body.

Each training center contains a sports medicine program

developed by, the USOC Sports Medicine Committee.

In is worth noting here that many actors are becoming

involved in the study or promulgation of sports medicine.

Tor example, the National Collegiate Athletic AssOciation

(NCAA) has formed a standing committee on sports medicine.

To date they have issued a number of policy statements and

information bulletins on various medical problems endemic

to sports and means of remediating- or preventiai such

problems, Another agency assuming a posture in the sports

medicine arena is the American Medical Association. They

have also formed a standing committee on sports medicine

emphasizing but not restricted to orthopedics. The committee

has also been charged with building a comprehensive sports

medicine library to be used pAmarily by medical professionals

though accessible to the public and to design and disseminate

sports medicine information. Many other agencies participate

in the sports medicine arena and it is clear that although

one of the motiv&tions for such interest is the safety and

well being of all athletes and sports participants another

is that sports medicine is a booming and lucrative industry.

Below the level of the USOC and the sports governing

bodies are the National Collegiate Athletic Association and

the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics which

set standards for and sponsors intercollegiate athletic

event's in numerous sports.

-39-
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The only discernible FiSderal"iiiifdliMMizintS' in 'Sport

policymaking are:

The goals and activities of the President's Council
in encouraging, sports participation through
imformatidn dissemination and sponsorship of special
programs and events that involve mass or =vice
participation

The deliberation of the Presidential Commission
on.Olympic Sports in recommending the current
structure and responsibilities of the USOC

The encouragement of a greater emphasis of lifetime
and aerobic sports in school physical education
curricula

The passage of Title IX of the Education Amendment
of 1972 which requires schools to provide
opportumities for girls and women Jean aspects
of education, including wanton's sports.

Thus, it appears that to the degree that a national

system existe for developing and carding out a sports policy,

it is oriented toward providing for the development of and compe-

tition between elite athletes. Alternatively, there are countless

spirts programs throughout the country which are sponsored by local

. governments, private companies, churches, fraternal organiza-

tions, and independent leagues. The bulk of these efforts

call for participation in team sports which seem to be

popular because peopte have been socialized to identify with

and therefore emulate the image of strength and proficiency

held forth by professional and other elite athletes and 'because

sports provide a unique vehicle for enjoyment, achievement,

deriving feelings cf competence, teamwork, and the development

of a spirit of fair play. Thus, sports participation is

traditional and largely self-promoting and self-reinforcing.

Beyond the two goals of providing for the development of

elite athletes and enhancing the congept of sports for all in

health promotion and recreation strategies, there is little in
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the way of clearly enunciated national sports promotion

strategy and no clear pathway for channeling resources to state

and local implementors. Where national sportsrelated bodies

have counterparts at other layers, e.g., the Governor's

councils on fitness and sports and state Olympic committees,

there is 'a lack of clear or Uniform goali and activities and

slight allocation of resourtes. Our investigation of sports

promotion in three.states indicated little or no official

emphasis on sports except as a part of ongoing recreation

and eduzetion efforts. But again, it is important to note

that sports activities really need little in-the way of

promotion. They are the activities that comprise childhood

play. They have the power to evoke the strongest of feelings.

They pit self or team agsinnt some difficult standard or

opposing team. Exceptional performance in a sport results

in a sense of self-exultation; in team sports, others are

alio lauded. Poor performance often evokes feelingsc of

dismay; thus, "the ecstasy of _victory an the agony of defeat."

A love of sports is inculcated in every American from

a child's first exposure to our society. Pramotion.of sports

is everywhere; professional sports, amateur sports; little
44.4

leagues and peewee leagues, parents' aspirations and peer

pressure all focus, at some point, on involving others in

the pursuit of excellence in sports. Performance itself

becomes a functionally autonomous reinforcer. Tam Wolfe in

his recenework, Mauve Gloves & Madmen, Clutter & Vine observed

that "this country is full of about 100 million men who once

played a little ball, some sport, some time, some place. And

wherever it was, it was there they left whatever feeling of

manhood they. ever had. It grewtfiere and bloomed there and

it died there, and now they work hard at some job where the

,manhood thing doesn't matter, and the ybars roll by."
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Perhaps sports for the general public:are not pronoted

because as Wolfe suggests it ire' generally held social truth

that everyone playsted) and enjoys(ed) them. Though the

focus here is on the male ego it applies in a similar fashion

to the developmental processes involved in a female's coming

to terms with herself. Somever, unlike Wolfe's observation

it is *generialy contended that though the 'manhood thing

doesn't =attic" over time it shOuldn't, we shOUld transcen

that, a good part of.lak self image was formed through o

youthful participatory activities and that they remain w
us as. does our love of sports-both as a participant or

spo;:tator.

Perhapi it is only the prceotion of sports for th

athlete that is necessary since true excellence requi

of substantial resources that are no generally ava

Our 'assessment could not determine s-no assessme

We could say however that although sports are not

promoted through policy, implicit promotion occu

business of sports. A general policy would be

welcomed but it is unclear that much would char

it be evinced.
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APPENDIX A

The FITNESS PROMOTTON mons
OF TVE

DEPARTMENTNOF REAL= AND HUMAN SERVICES

OFFICE OF DISEASE PREVENTION AND HEALTH PROMpTION

_The Office of Disease Prevention and liealth Pre:notion
(ODPEPI, like the presitient! a Council on Physical. rialtos and

,Sports, has a broad Fede41 mandate to develop, conduct, and
coordinate activities iodated to physical fitness. In 1976,, Ti-
tie' XVII of Public Law 94-317 established the Office of Health
Information and Health Pa:Stott= (OUP) in the Office of the As-
sistant Secretary for Health. The Office Of Disease Prevention
.and Health Prcmotionv(ODPIP) was designated in January, 1979 and
became the framework foroperation of OHP and the Office of Phys-
ical Fitness and Sports Medicine. The latter office was created
by P.L. 95-626, but the funds authorized for its operation have
never been appropriated. The function/administration of the of-
fice was subseguentlyijoined with that of#'00P.

ODPHP!s mission is to serve as a focal point for a variety
of prevention activities among which physical fitness is promi-
nent. Its other general areas of concern are preventive health
and health protection.

In carrying out its mission, ODPHP has been at the forefront
of an iterative process of policy formulation concerning exert- ,

cise. Earlier.DEEW health promotion activities had emphasized
the negative. effects or smoking. This aphasia dates back to
1964 with the issuance of a Surgeon General's Report on Smoking
and Health. However, the iteration which eventually formalized
the importance of exercise and fitness as a means to good health
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began shortly after ODPRP was created. The report of the Depart-

amitTask Poem onPrevention noted the need for a broad emphasis

on icevention and himalth promotion. This report called for in-

creased DEM efforts and catalogued the types of efforts being

undertaken in the Department at that time. The repoit's recom-

nendatirs were instrumental in bringing about an increase of

about $85 million from Fiscal Year 1979 to Fiscal Year 1980 in

the amount budgeted by the Department fOr prevention programs.

The next step in which ODPHP played a leading role was de-

velopmenp and production of Healthy Peoples The Surgeon Gen-

oral's Report on Health Promotion and Diseas! Prevention The

report broadened the focus of earlier efforts and called for a

national emphasis which would involve individuals, community

organizations and private industry, as well as Federal agen-

cies. It also set goals for 1990 stated in terms of reduction in

death rates or average annual days of confinement for five

groups: infants, Children, adolescents and young adults, adults,

and older adults. In the development of.this report; a process

was begun in which policy is developed through the participation

of experts from various relevant agencies: Specifically, back-
'

ground papers for the report Were provided under the aegis of the

Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences. In

addition to presenting findings and formalizing goals for enhanc-

ing the nation's health status in an atmosphere of consensus, the

background papers established a scientific base for the Surgeon

General's reccomendations. Evidence of the effects of regular

exercise, especially reginels involving aerobic activitiee, on
cardio-veScular health and other aspects of physical well-being

was cited based on a review of the then current research.

The policy development process ontinued with steps to en-

sure that the goals and concerns laid out in Healthy People would

be followed by action. This involved drafting jnd gaining fur-

ther consensus on an operable set of objectives. A Conference on

Prevention spondored by ODPMP and held in Atlanta in June of 1979

(shortly before release of the Surgeon General's Report) resulted
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in a draft set of objeCtivei which were widely circulated for

comments in the Fall of 1979. About ,A00 parties were asked to

review the draft objectives. .The draft objectives were revised

and reproduced in 1980 in the report Preventing Disease, Pronot- /

ino Health. 1990 Objectives For The Nation.""'In this report,

exercise and fitness were presented together as one of 15 areas /I

for which objectives were stated

The process continued with the formation n-of implementa-

tion/strategy committees for each of the 15 areas. The 'committee

on exercise is co-chaired by staff persons from ODP8P and The

President's Council on Physical flexes. and Sports. The work of

the committee will be-to encourage the development and'implemen-

tation of direct program approaches by public agencies, to focus

research agendas as a means of maintaining the scientific base

for further policy andprograjOdevelopmeit, and to develop mecha-

nisms for diffusing exercise pcilicy. This last point is'a key.

theme of ODP8P. Specifically, if policy is to be truly national

in scope, it will be necessary to bring about action at all lea`-f

els of government and through the private sector. In addition to

the efforts already made in this regard by the President's Coun-

cil, ODP8P plans to enter into cooperative agreements with such

privati organizations as the YMCA and the Red Cross to develop

training packages and prOgrams to instruct fitness program lead-

ers who can work in community, worksite, and health care delivery

settings. Other plans include working vitt; hospitals to contract

out fitness programs to private industry.

The point in descrlgi;rtheee °DPW activities is that they

represent the fruition of a policy development process which has

been several years in the making. AdditionailY, this process is

the only effort encountered in this investigation which has had

the formal structure, the broad consensus, and the national scope

necessary to be called policy development, in a positive and de-

liberate sense.

ODP8P's plans for maintaining.the progress of fitness relat-

ed health promotion efforts ,are not fully. developed at this

time. Monitoring is intended to address in turn three questions:

A-4
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a

What is the fitness status and behavior of various sag-
:Rents of the population?

What is the efficacy of different eppcoaches to encour-
aging exercise?

What can be done to make further Changes?

The Office reports that its efforts in this regard initially will

involve looking at the results of various surveys. These include

the Health and Nutrition lixamination Survey, administered patio-.

dically by the National Center for Health Statistics (WZMS) which

ODP810 hopes to get expanded-to include fitness data, and the re-
.

sultsof the Youth Fitness Test by the AmericmA Alliance of

Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance and the Presi-

dent's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports. 111978,. the

Office also conducted in cooperation with the NCH' a survey on

health habits.

.0DPEP has undertaken two technical assistance/demonstration

projects at the community level. The first was implemented in 17

communities and emphasized reduction of health risks through

changes in health habits. The second documented health promotion

experiences in five communities.

, The activities of ODPSP cover a range of health promotion,

prevention and protection concerns that may not include exercise

and physical fitness. Within the health promotion area, the of-

fice's-program is structured to deal with five issues:

Smoking cessation

Reducing misuse of alcohol and drugs

Improving nutrition

AEncoUraging exercise and fitness

Managing stress control

Promtional efforts generally cut across these issues in terms of

the settings in which they are targeted. Five health promotion

settings have been identified:
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School

Nome

Norksite

Health care facilities

Community organizations

Same of the major program activities of ODPHP which deal

with tie above listed issues and settings are_ described below.

The description presents highlights and is not intended to be ew-

haustive in view of the fact thEt to date little has done by

ODPSP that focuses primarily on exercise and physical fitness.

The various aspects of the evaluation contract under which this

investigation is being performed constitute some of the offices

most focused efforts in this area.

ODP8P operates the National Health Informaton Clearinghoune.

MCC) the purpose et; which is to identify health information re-

sources at all levels. The NNIC which beganf!in 198 0 will facili-

tate information dissemination to tkle public, health planners and

providers, and educators. Plans call for inclusion in the NHIC

of materials on sports medicine research. A related information-

al activity is the National Health Promotion Mehia Campaign which

will disseminate health promotion materials dealing with health

risks through print and broadcast media. The campaign is con-

nected to the clearinghouse in that it directs information seek-

ers to .the NHIC for ODPSP and other identified relevant brochures

and information packets.

MOP also has conducted or co-spotsored conferences dealing

with various aspects of health promotion. Of particular rele-

vance to this study was the National Conference on Physical.Fit-

ness and Sports for All in February of 1980. This event was co-

sponsored by the then Office of Education and implemented with

the assistance of the?staff oil=the President's Council. 4

In addition, eight regional forums on community health pro-

motion were held to encourage health promotion at the local ley-



el. The results of these meetings were published in a booklet

entitled ,Oromoting Health : A Source Hook which describes model

promotional approaches and identifies resources available to loom

caI implementors.

PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON PHYSICAL FITNESS AND SPORTS

Of all Federal Agencies, the Council (PCPFS) has the longest

history of responsibility for and involvement in exercise and

sports policy. The Council was first established as the Presi-

dent's Council on Youth Fitness in 1956 as a response to the

findings of the Rraus-Weber test which indicated that levels of

fitness among American youth were low compared to their European

counterparts. Thus, in its early years the Council, was concerned

primarily with the development of fitness and sports programs in

schools and other community settings where young people could

participate.
a

Without presenting exhaustive treatment of the Council's

gradual shifting of focus, it is important to note that it has

undergone a steady broadening in regard to its score of con-
.

cern. A .key point in this development occurred when President

Nixon gave the Council. its present name and exp;ihded its member-

ship to 15. Presidentially appointed membership of the Council

came to include educators, _well known sports figures, and physi-

cians concerned with sports medicine and-aardiOvascular re-

search. The breadth of the Council's purview is embodied in Ex-:

ecutive Order 11562 (amended in 1976)- which lists the following

goals for the Council:

"(a) Enlist the active support and assistance of individual
citizens, civic groups, professional associations, amateur
and professional sports groups, private enterprise, voluntary
organizations' and Others in efforts to ,promote and improve
the health of'all'Aericans through regular ,participation in
physical fitness and sports activities;

"(b) initiate prOgrams to inform the general public of the
importance ,of exercise and the link which exists between
regular phsyical activity and such qualities as good health
and effective performance;.

I
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6(c) strengthen coordination of Federal cervices and pro-
grams relating to physical fitness and sports participation;

"(d) encourage State and local governments to emphasize the
importance of regular physical fitness and sports participa-
Um;

"(e) seek to advance the physical fitness of children,
youth, adults, and senior citizens by systematically encour-
a9ipg the development of community recreation, physical fit-
ness and sports participation programs;

6(f) develop cooperative programs with medical, dental, and
other similar professional societies to encourage Um imple-
mentation of sound physical fitness praCtices;

"(g) stimulate and encourage research in the areas of
physical fitness and sports performance;

"(h) assist educational agencies at all levels in develop-
ing high-quality, innovative health and physical education
programs which emphasize the importance of exercise to good
health; .

"(i) assist business, industry, government and labor or-
ganizations in establishing sound physical fitness programs
to elevate employee health and to reduce the financial and
human costs resulting from physical inactivity."

These goals give. the Council virtually blanket Tesponsi-

bilities and opportunity to work with and coordinate the efforts

of various levels of government and` the private sector. To ,

understand the Council's efforts in pursuing this mandate the

following things should be noted:

The Council has always been supported by a' small staff
and * small budget

The Council staff has undergone several organizational
placements

Ass result, the Council, through its staff, ha., operated in an

independent manner, using the above-stated goals for guidance and

attempting to develop a network of surrogates and co-sponsors who

could spread information and implement programs across the coun-

try. This orientation has resulted in a number of. contacts/af-.

filiations; prominent among these are:
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Various private sector companies that serve as co-
sponsors for fitness or sports related programs or 'single
time *vents. These sponsors typically bear all costs
except for limited amounts of Council staff time involved
in program design, review and approval.

Governor's councils on fitness sand sports which exist in
about half the states to carry out the same type of prom
motional activity .at the State level as the-Council pur-
sues at the national level. These councils receive no
financial support from the Federal level and operate with'
varying levels of'permanence and dynamism.

The American Associatin of Fitness Directors in Business
and Industry (AUM) which was created in 1977 as a
result of growing interest in employee fitness pro-
grams. AAFDBI is a non-profit corporation which receives
technical assistance from the Council and list the
Council's staff offices as its address.

The American Alliance for Health, physical Education,
Recreation and Dance (ULIMM3RD), a group of ;fitness and
sports related associations which implements Youth?
Fitness Test program. This test is carried out in
schools serving children 10-15 years old and is sponsored
by the Council in the form of the Presidential Physical
Fitness Award for exemplary performance. This
relationship.provides a foundation for cooperation with
WIPER as a whole, as well, as with its individual member
associations.

One of the -Council's recent organizational placements was in

the Office of Special Health Initiatives in the Office of the As-

sistant Secretary for Health. This was later re-designatbd AS

Office Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (NWHP).. own'

had an emerging concern with exercise as a result of the Depart-

mental Task Force findings and recommendations (see: Disease

Prevention and Health Promtion: Federal programs and prospects,

1978) and the events leading to production of the Surgeon Gen-

eral's report Health, People (1979). For the most part, the

Council and its staff continued to pursue their own agendi during

this period.

The Council's relationship to °DPW was formalized with pas-

sage of P.L. 95-626, the Health Services and Centers Amendments

of 1978. This legislation created within ODPHP an Office of

/4,-9
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Physical Fitness and Sports Medicine to which the Council is to

serve as an Advisory Body. Although the new office has never

been funded, th Council and its staff have worked with ODPSP and

the then Office of Education in the conduct of the National Con-

ference on Physical Fitness and Sports For All (also required by

P.L. 95-626), and in initial pursuit of the national health objec-

tive r 1990 regarding isercAse.

The policy making activities of the Council can be viewed as

iterative in that the staff's open-ended of ores to carry out the

Council's goals usually meet with the Council's approval and are

followed by continuance or eztention ot activities. New emphases

or points of departure may arise from trends in fitneas

related attitudes or activities, new opportunities steaming from

current efforts, the creativity or perceptiveness of the staff,

or from ideas and preferences of Council members or even, the

President, to whom the Council is ultimately responsible. It is

important to note here that although the Council's goals and many

of its activities are national in scope, neither the broad goals

nor the 'Council's directives can be viewed as national policy.

Rather, the Council and its staff have been charged simply with

doing everything in their power to enhance fitness and sports

related activity. Theii efforts in carrying out this mission

have been intense. But lack of resources and a seeming

preference for working outside of government, have made the

Council largeliy dependent on the preferences of numerous others

in formulating specific actions, As a result, the Council can be

viewed as having achieved a great deal with very limited resourc-

es, but as having been unable to develop and carry out a focused

national polity.

The type of activities conducted or encouraged by the Coun-

cil's staff encompass in varying degrees the activity categories

investigated in this study. These activities were categorized

and described in an earlier report by The Granville Corpora-

tion. These categories of activity are excerpted and described

below:
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public Information. programs having the intended goals
or objectives of increasing public awareness of the ben-

, efits of physical.fitness, and/or ways of becoming fit,
and/or causing individuals to undertake a fitness pro-
gram.

Fitness Programs. Programs baiting the intended goals or
collectives of _establishing fitness facilities and/Or
fitness programs for either the community in general or
for special groups.

Participatory Events. Programs having the intended goal
or objective of increasing the number of individuals en-
gaged in fitness regimens by creating competitive incen-
tives.

Capacity Building and sharing.. programs having the
intended gohls or objectives of establishing or

structures and increasing kmowledge and skills for
the prombtion and conduct of physical fitness activities.

In addition ti the categories of activity listed above, the.

Council, through its staff serves in a general advisory and cam-

dinati capacity with numerous organizations. These include

public gencies engaged in fitness related research (e.g.,

Mk), and national and international amateur sports bodies.

A final note concerning the Council's involvement in de-

veloping and implementing national policy is that its staff has

recently played a leading role in the activities of an inter-

agency task force formed by ODPHIP which has been formed to take

action in pursuit of the national health objectives for 1990

regarding exercise.

ALCMHOL DRUG ABUSE AND man HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

It is the Alcohol, Drug Alpuse, and Mental Health Adminis -

tration's (ADAM HA) stated mission to provide leadership in the

Federal effort to reduce and where possible eliminate health

problems in the general population caused by licit and illicit

substance abuse as well as to improve the mental health of the

citizenry. In pursuit of this general goal ADAMHA conductslaad
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supports research activities on the antecedents and impacts of

substance aimse and mental health; supports the training of pro-

fessional personnel in the areas of prevention and treatment for

substance abuse and poor mental health; develops standards and

regulations regarding quality control of services; supports ac-

quisition and development of treatment ,and research facilities

and ass istse as best it can, state and local service providers.

"There are three major components which organizationally

comprise the program implementation arm of ADANHA - the National

Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NlAAA), The National

Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and the National Institute of

Mental Health (NURH). ADAM as an organization has not set

physical fitness or exercise as .a priority item in their policy,

research,. training or information disseminatin agendas. Persons

interviewed do not foresee these issues as achieving priority

status in the near or foreseeable future. Neither NIDA or NiAAA

have focused any real attention on the relatio6ship of fitness to

substance.abuse. On the other hand NINE has sponsored investiga-

tions of the role played by physical fitnessand exercise in

several aspects OrWefital health. It should be :acted that pur-

suit of this research has often been for the sake of comparisons

wihp other therapies to determine the latter's of or

incidents ally as a potentially interesting variable. Although

the research on fitness and exercise has to date not been

programmatic, the results of previous studies have heightened

NINE'S inter Sat in pursuing the study of the relationship between

exercise and fitness with mental health. Recent research has

focused on specific points across a broad range of the facets of

mental health.includings

Exercise and obesity

The impact of exercise on the mental health of the aged

The effects of exercise (jogging) on depression; stress
reduction; aggressive behavior

The relationship between physical activity and general
mental health
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o The effectivenss of running as an adjunct to psycho-
logical. therapy

o The effects of physical activity on the physiological and
emotional responses of the disabled.

Results fruit such studies are shared freely both within
ADAMEh and outside ROAM with any interested parties. Many of
the studies are published in professional journals.

REM has an extensive information sharing network that in-
cludes State and local agencies as well as other Federal agen-
cies. . Pertinent information could easily filter down fram.NIMR
to the .actual service providers and impact immediately upon cli-
ftets. However, hard data on the role of fitness and exercise in
maintaining mental health remains somewhat tentative. Use of
this information must await further confirmation and then draf-
ting of guidelines and technical assistance and manpower develop-
ment materials before it finds its wily down to the general public
serviced by MIMS and its affiliates. There is no time schedule
for materials development. However, NIMif could be an integral
part of both fitness policy development and implementation as it
possesses both the necessary research and service networks. To
date, NIMBI' role in the development of a national fitness/health
policy has been limited and their work functions somewhat isolat-
ed. This may be unfortunate as they are a potentially valuable
contributor to a national effort.

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OP HEALTH

The National Insititutes of Health are the federal focal
point for basic health research. Seventeen institutes and Re-
search Divisions and the National Library of Medicine comprise

'this research complex. For most of the independent institutes
research an or promotion of exercise and physical fitness was
extremely li ted and/or tangential to their pursued objectives.
A few (i.e., ix) of the seventeen institutes were found to
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sponsor research that is relevant to the promotion of physical
fitness and ..exercise. Of these six, the research and/or pro-
motion of fitness and exercise. was relatively substantial at four'
individual institutes; the National Ifeart, Lung and Blood Insti-
tuts, tne National Institute of Neurological and Communicative
Disorders and Stroke, the National Institute on Arthritis, Meta- 4'
holism and Digestive Diseases,and The National Institute on Aging
each pursues exercise relevant reselych and promotion efforts as
part of their missions and each has cited such work as a priority

'item on their agenda. The activities of .each of these four agen-
cies will be discussed subsequent to a brief description of NIBIs
overall policy formulation and grants allocation Irocessel.

Overview of NIH's Pali and. Research Develo ent Process
While each Institute's overall mission is different, as

members of NIH their research and process for developing policy
is smiler. Thus, fay the purposes of this report and overview of
the NIH grants award process and information dissemination proce-
dures is presented belowg

Organizationally, the Associate Director for Extramural Re-
search and Training directs the development of NIH policies and
procedures for awarding funds in support of medical research and
provides policy guidance for the Division of Reserch Grants which
administers the grant applications.

The grant process begins with program ginouncements issued by
an Institute that signals a specific area in which research is
needed. Grant applications are accepted according to a certain
calendar of review, approval and award dates. The process begins
with the Institute whiub is responsible for the program announce-

ment reviewing and approving grant applications before they go to

the Division of Research Grants. This review may also include an

optional scientific review of the grant proposal. by Institute

-ftimmittees.

In the Division of Research Grants, scientists read each

grant application to Optermine exactly the agency or branch in an
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Institute (s} that will be responsible for supporting research in
the area. Simultaneously, the application is /assigned for

scientific appraisal in the Study Section* *ions members have

expertise in the area\oof proposed research and are in no way
connected with the Institute or iheir programs. The applications
are Levi eked for:

quality of scientific merit

assessment of the proposed research problem

" originality of the approach

training, experience and research competence of the
investigators

adequacy of tl; experimental design

the su4rtability of the facilities

the appropriateness of the requested budget to the work
proposed.

The Study Section approves, disapproves or refers each ap-
plication. Each member records a numerical, priority score which
serve as a guide to the National Advisory Council and the award-

ing units in making final decisions concerning the order in which

approved applications would be funded. After this scoring the '\

Study Section's Executive Secretary.ccspiles summaries of all

'applications for the Naitonal.Adivosry Countils review within, six

to eight weeks.

Each grant awarding unit or Institute in NIH has a National

Advisory Council which must review and recommend approval of an

application before a grant is awarded. Unlike the Study Section

review; the MAC review is more focused on policy considerations

than technical merit. The NAC recommendations for funding are

based on then

determination of the needs of NIH and missions of the
individual Institutes
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total pattern of research in universities and other tn-
stitutions

need for initiation of research in new areas

the degree of relevance of the proposed research to the
missions of the Institutes

other policy matters.
7

After receiving approval for funding from the MC, the

application goes back to the Institute for administrative hand-

. ling. There is nd guarantee that approvd applicatipes will re-

ceive an award as there may be more approved applicailons than

funds available.

Generally, the level of research funded across in the area

of physicak fitness and exercise is quite limited. One of the

common problems expressed here focused on the diffculty of

obtdining quality scienWic research proposals, in the area of

physical fitness and exercise. The lack of quality has led to

low technical merit rankingi ancLunfunded proposals in 'any *;

instances. Some Institutes are currently implementing workshops

aimed at fostering 9ew research ideas id quality standards for

research that wile helpful in inc: .ing the number of

successful research grant applicatior this area;

It is also important to note that % grants review prctess

makes 'it difficult for an agency to really promote,a new intia-

tive. Though many of the instrtuttt have an interest in investi-

gating further the relationship between.eiercise or physical

activity and health status especially as they relate to mediating

the effects of many disorders (e.g., allergies, epilepsy,

dianetes) these interests are of secondary import to understand-

ing/thedisord4is and. identifying means of medicil interven-

tiontremediation.' This latter focus is the traditi_Onally

accepted avenue of study; NIR's bias is biomedical in nature.

Hence "hard" basic research in the area of biomedical

gationt may receive both higher technical scores and higher pri-

cprity states then "softer" socio-psychological research 014ch
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would include much of the potential research o physical activi-

ty's relationship to health and disease prevention and remedia-

tion. However, such studies are receivinglgreater levels of

support at a few of the Institutes as the notions of preventive

action and health maintenance begin to take firmer hbld. In

order to promote this type of research it is incumbent upon each

agency to stimulate and provide technical assistance to potential

grantees who are pursuing the area of physical fitness and exer-

cise. This is especially true because the MAC reviews proposals

and makes recommendations based on poliCy needs only after the

technical review process--any proposal disapproved on basis

of technical merit would not be sanctioned by an MAC even if it

was a new or high Institute priority.
4

The primary means of promoting fitness employed by NIH

focuses on disseminating the results of their work and. thereby

providing a scientifc basis upon which others' program designs

can built. Information dissemination at HIS. involves a three-

pronged process. To begin with all grantees are required to

submit reports of their research methods and findings and if

possible have these published in a journal or magazine that is

geared to the special interest group of medicil professionals.

Once completed the research is reworked by the appropriate

Institute's Informat,:in Office which identifies the important

points of the article and adopts the scientific information'into

a format and vocabulary that is clear to lay readers. This

format is made available to the press and as the press deemsit

the information subsequently appears in popular publications.

Thus, NIH is capable of promoting information dissemination in a

way which maximizes the reliability and utility of tts research

findings.

Within the Institutes of Health formal and informal infor-

mation sharing merchSnisms exist. Coordination of ideas and

programs
r

tlso occurs with staff from agencies and organizations

outside of NM.
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National Heart Lun B ood Institute

The National Hear Lung, Blood Institute (NHMI) conducts,

fosters coordinates, des research and disseminates information

on the causes, proven* n, diagnosis and treatment of heart and

blood vessel, lung, blood diseases. There are twenty speci-

fic disease oriented foci/ priority areas (e.g., hypirnsion)

spread across NBILBI's three primary programmtic organisational

substructures each of which focuses on a general disease type

Heart and .Blood Vessel Diseases, Lung Diseases, Blood Di-

seases and Resources.

NRLBI's immediate predcessor was the National Heart Inst-
i

itute established by the National Heart Act of 1948 (P.L.

80-655). The NEI pursued.p04-bisic and clinical research re-

garding coronary disearawais well as engaging in limited &nf or-

mation dissemination activities. The' NIH was transformed to the

NIMBI with the passage of the National Heart, Blood Vessel, Lung

and Blood Act of 1972 (P.L. 92-423). This act along with amend-

ment passed in 1972 and 1975 established the position of Assis-

tant Director for Health Information,and broadened dramatically

the Institute's responsibility to provide information 'regarding

cardiovascular, circulatory and pulmonary diseases to the pub-'

lic. P.L. 92-423 ,(and ensuing muendments) also charged NHLBI

with the authority. to el.,:ablish a maximum of 30 "prevention and

control" programs at ReseLrch and Demonstration Centers as well

as an Interagency Technical Committee that was to facilitate

scientific information exchange.

In 1978 NRLBI received a multi-year renewal with the passage

of the Biomedical Research and Training Amendments. These amend-

ments further expanded NRLBI's mission to develop and disseminate

information to both the lay public and medical professionals.

Among the institutes at NIH it is the NHLBI that sponsors

and/cc performs the bulk of the research which relates exercise

to health. In FY 1980 approximately 80 NIH exercise related

projects sponsored by six Institutes were identified Ogqe that

in addition to the four Institutes described in this report the
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National Cancer Insitute and the National Institute of Child
Health and Boman Develpment were pursuing, to some degree, re-
search related to exerciee. -These Institutes are not incldded in
this report as our recent .assessment did not demonstrate their

continued.00mmitment to thelte pursuits). =Ix sponsored the
single largest portion of this work spending $23 million (4.4% of
its budget) as compared to the other five sponsoring Ineitutute's
expenditure of $34 millions1

Althc4gh it i, not surprisincthat NIMBI expends a rela-
tively large amount 'of money pursuing "exercise interests" since
the most dramatic impact.of prolonged physical activity seems to
be on the cardiovascular and cardio-pulmonary-systems, the prior-
ity status of exercise related research remains implicit in
NBLBI's mission and has not,las of rat, been given formal, ex-.
plicitly"stated priokity status. Although determination of the
effect Of exercise is germane to the interests of each of NaLBI's
operating divisions it does not fill under the purview of any one
division.

p
=LSI has been active in- pursuing both basic and applied/

,clinical intramural and extramural exercise related research.
Some of their earlier efforts focused on assessing and deter-
mining ways to. reduce risk factors and prevent or at least delay
the onset of cardiovascular diseases. Early research focused on
developing and validating, and implementing the ,Multiple Risk
Factor Intervention Trial (MRFIT) intitially desired by the
Behavioral Medicine Branch gt NIMBI. Though the emphasis of the
technique was on smoking, nutrition and drug and alcohol con-
sumption, physical activity was incorporated as a behavioral tar-
get in effecting long lasting positive life style change.

1 In Search of Federal Exercise Policy: An Analysis of Six
Federal Agencies' Policies of Exercise and Health. Stenmark, S..*
MdHanus, P., Lee, P., and Franks, P. University of California at
San Francisco, November 3, 1973.
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-"Exercise has Also been .involved as a focal point i4NELla's

9)g

Lipid Research Clinic program arid their ensuing lipopr teins re-
search. NELBI's sponsored research has invoked exerse either

as an episodic (e.g., stresses) or chronic (e.g., car
(ipacity)

factbr in a'broad range of studies including in stigations of:in

hastening recuperation and rehabilitation; perf rmance assessment

ih humans-adults and children, and animals; ea uating education-

al and testing programs; causes of sudden death; relationship

with multiple risk factors; chronic heart disease; and hyper-
,

tension. The results of these has and will continue to be influ-

ential in broadening the scientific research base concerning the

effects - both posiive and negative - of exercise and hence

aiding in 'policy fgraulation - both internally at'. NIH and NHLBI

as well as outsiderof NIH effectinCihe broader context of

national disiMse. prevention and health promotion policy.

Policy Zormulation is affected most directly by the dissemi-

nation of scie=ntific information both, to peer professionals and..
the general Oblic. Recall that NHLHI was charged with the re-

sponsibility to report regularly and in a timely manner to both

of these groups with the passage of the 19/8 Bicmedical Research

and Traiaing Ammendments. Through 1980 the Office of the Assis-

tant Director,Of Health Information has been fulfilling this mis-

sion and a cbi-ititnt stream of journal articles, popular magazine

articles and.specially developed information pamphelets have en-

tered the public domain. Most relevant to our investigation was

the recent (March, 1981) publication of Exercise and Your Heart -

a delightful and informative brochure about the myths and "do's

end don'ts° of exercise and its impact on cardiovascular risk.

This brochure was published as part of NIH's "Medicine for Lay-

men' series and is made available to the public free of charge

upon request. It is unfortunate to report that the budget

earmarked forxinformation dissemination during the fiscal year

will be slashec1 by at least 25 percent. Though the extent of the

impact on NHLBI's information dissemination activities is still

unknown, it is expected that such activities will have to be

curtailed dramatically and new initiatives forgone.
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In addition to publishing and disseminating information

through formal channels, Nimprs Interagency Technical Cam Mittee

is charged with,sharing informatin, exchanging expertise and if

possible, coordinating activities with other agencies or

groups. 'It is our understanding that NHLBI has pursued these

activities with several other federal agencies including the

other institutes at NIB, the Center for Disease Control, and

amp.

NHLBI presently sits on the Physical Fitness and Exercice

Committee with ODPHP, the POTS and co-.hers involved in charting

the action steps each agency might contribute to achieve the

fitness objectives described in Promoting Health and Preventing

Disease: Objectives for the Notion (1980). This multi-agency

cooperative effort representi a. primary, requisite step lin the

deyelopment and implementation of a coherent and comprehensive

national fitness policy.

The National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Dis-

orders and Stroke

The National Institute of NeurologiOal and Communicative

Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS) conducts,"rbetrs, coordinates and

guides research on the causes, prevention, diagnosis and treat-

ment of such maladies and also conducts basic research in related

scientific disciplines. Physical fitness and exercise have re-

cently emerged-as a topic of research priority for the Institute

as a result of a study performed by, the Commission for the Con-

trol of Epilepsy and its Consequences in' 1978. The Commission,

acting on the knowledge that activity and physical fitness was

:significant fcr i..s contribution in reducing the likelihood of

seizures\among epileptics recommended -that:

ne Director of NINCDS should fund a research project to
study the impact of vigorous activity on seizure frequency
and the efficacy of drugs. Results should be shared with the
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and should be disseminated
through the President's Council on Physical Fitness and
Sports, the Society for Sports Medicine, the National Col-
legiate Athletic Association and the American Athletic Union.



To date, no proposals to research this area have been sub-

mitted to NINCDS, thus no research has been funded or ccmpleted

in this area..

Although no direct research has been pursured in NINCDS, the

Institute does collect and disseminate research informatici re-

lated to neurological and communicative disorders. In addition,

the Institute conducts an intramural research program it its own

laboratories, branches and clinics (e.g., Comprehensive Epilepsy

and Stroke Centers),. While the Institute does not do much in the

way of publishing its own documents, it does assume the responsi-

bility for disseminating information put out by other organizer

do which stresses the role and importance of exercise. The

info= tion available strongly supports the idea that exercise

has a is for victims of epilepsy, stroke and Parkinson's

disc nd should be incorporated into the lifestyles of these

people.

P esently there is not way of predicting what, if any, re-

search efforts will constitute NINCDS's future involvement in

physi 1 fitness and research, though continued research 1n this

area is of stated importance to. them.

The National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism and Digestive

Diseases

The National Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism and Diges-

tive Diseases conducts, fosters and supports basic and clinical

research related to arthritis and connective tissue diseases;

skin diseases; diseases of the bone and muscle; diabetes and

other endocrine disotders; digestive and nutritional disorders;

diseases of the kidney and urinary tract and blood abnormali-

ties. Like the other Institutes which comprise NIB, NIAMDD's

research is organized into intramural and extramural activi-

ties. Research activities relating to phydical fitness and exer-

cise are supported under NIAMDD's extramural research efforts in

their Arthritis, Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases Program. The
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promotion of research efforts in the area of physical fitness and

exercise, while limited by the NIH ,grants awards process, has

nonetheless been an established internal priority of the Division
of Sports Medicine. Currently, the Institute is investing

$450,000 in a variety of investigator-initiated research grants,

program project and center grants, and cereal, development and

training awards for the purpose of studying the effects of exer-
cise on the muscoskeletal Systems. The questions they are trying
to address deal with the latent effects of exercise on the osteo-

'arthritic cartilage (e.g., to what extent will joggers develop

osteoarthritis in their advanced age).

The Division of Sports Medicine has also taken other initia-
tives to promote research fh this area. They are sponsoring a

conference in the spring of 1982 on sports activity and injury.

At this time, they plan to discuss the problems associated with
sports and knee injury as well as to determine the direction new
research should take in this area. In' addition, they are also

trying to raise the standards of research in the area. This, in
turn, can facilitate getting additional research monies into

exercise related research as technical proposals of higher quali-

ty will result in improved technical merit review scores and

higher priority ratings-hence an increased probability of fund-
ing.

NIAMDD has been'unsuclessful in establishing formal, joint

research linkages with the other Institutes of health. .This

difficulty stems from the problems inherent in studying the si-

multaneous effects of exercise on the skeletal and-other bodily
systems (e.g, the cardiovascular system). However,infOrmal in-

formation sharing does exist between the staff of NIAMDD and the
other institutes.

While the Sports Medicine division has placed an internal.,

p.iority of exercise and sport activity research, it is difficult

tu anticipate Witt funding that will be made available for this

purpose in the future. Although the Institute's budget for.

medical research is increasing, in an absolUte sense, there is
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scme shrinkage in terms of a real - dollars because of inflation.
In effect, there may be less money availible to fund Fest pro-
jects. However, there is the expectation that funding levels for

, research in the exercise and fitness. area will refain relatively
constant in terms at purchasing 'power.

The National Institute on Aging
The National Institute on Aging was established with the en-

actmeat of the. Research on Aging Act, P.I. 93-296 on May 31,
1374« The Institute ilk charged with the 'Conduct and support of
biasedical, social and behavioral research and training relatec)
to the aging process and the diseases- and other special problems .

and needs of the aged *. Under this mandate, one of NIA's primary
emphases has been on the' prevention of disease and improvement of
the quality of life .among the elderly. Physical fitness and
exercise having been 'recognized for their contributions in help-
ing the elder attain quality of life, have received a moderate
amount of attention at NIA. Efforts in the Extramural Research
and Social and Behavioral Research Branches are attempting' to
expand the body of ,knowledge" in this area. More specifically,
three areas within ACA seem to be actively, participating in the
promotion of exercise and physical fitness. The Physiologyof
AgingsBranch, the Gerontology Research Center and the Social Be-
havioral Research Program lare each participating in relevant
research and promotion. The activities of each will be discussed
below.

In the Physiology of Aging Branch, the Exercise- Physiology
section supports research on the integration of nervous? muscfulo-
skeletal, cardiovascular, pulmonary/respiratory and endocrine
systems to provide basic inymnation for clinical treatment.
Clinical studies also focusfron the preventive and therapeutic
roles of exercise.

* In 1977, NIA sponsored a conference on exercise and the
elderly. Future conferences and workshops to be attended by

_

exper s in the field are planned. The .objectives of these work-
shops i to gain a consensus on research directions.
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Frequent. turnover of key individuals in the Exercise and

Physiology section of the Physiology of Aging Branch of NIA his

limited somewhat the extent and continuity with which specific
40'

activities have been pursued, Rowever, it appears that the staf-
fing situation is in the process of being resolved. at present,
the major interest within the Branch is the pursuit of new in--

formation on the effects of changes in exercise habits during a

person's later years and in deyeloping.national norms for the

exercise performance capabilities' of people at .different age

levels.

The goal of the NIA Social and Behavioral Research Program

is to understand the social, cultural, economic and psychological

factors that.affect both the process of growing old and the place

of older people in society. 'Research supportedlocuses on pat-

ter= of continuity and change in social and psychological

characteristics,.and behavioral and environmental responses of

individuals as they age. Particular attention is giien to the.

relationship between the psychological social and physiological

aging process and the conditions under which functioning changes

or remains stable through the middle and later years.

.A recent study made on the relationship between factors of

psychosocial origin and productivity revealed the significance of

exercise in maintaining productivity during advancing age. This

study has stimulated increased interest in the Social and

Behavioral Science Research Branch and further investigations are

planned. A literature search on health risks and health

promotion has recently been completed; the issuance of a related

prcgram announcement is planned for the end of summer, 1981. The
program announcement is evidence of NIA's growing interest and

priority setting, enabling them to learn more about the psy-

chosocial factors that lead to adaption of effective health pro-

moting behavioral especially in the area of exercise and its

relationship to keeping elders alive and independent entities.

NIA also sponsors an Intramural Research Progiam-the

Baltimore Longitudial Study of Aging-- which is 'conducted at the
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Gerontology Research Center in Baltimore. This is a multi-

faceted investigatic of over 650-volunteer men, ranging in age

from 20 to 96, who come to the center every 1 to 2 years and

undergo 23/2days of extensive clinical, 'biochemical and psycho-
logical testing. A women's testing program/study was initiated
in 1978 and has to date enrolled 250 female subjects. Like the
male subjects, females are monitored for many functions which are

directly or indirectly related to exercise; tests administered

include tests to determine heart, kidney and lung functions; body

composition; and capacity for exercise as well as ,carbohydrate

and fat metabolism.

NIA shares its research findings with the Interagency

Commission for Research on Aging which includfs approximately 30

'agencies that are involved with providing services to the aged

(e.g., ADA, VA, NASA, BUD, DOD). Informal exchanges occur within

the scientific community at the National Institutes of Health.

Workshops which are convened to enlist the expert advice of medi-

cal health, social and behavioral professionals from other set-

tings are also held.

In addition to providing research funds, NIA has an infor-

mation office that is responsible for supplying materials and/or

making referrals for those requests /that they are not capible of

processing themselves. While little information has been dissim-

inated on exercise through their office, they will soon be making

available the proceedings of the 1977 Conference on Exercise for
the Elderly. Pll 14,000 persons/organizations/universities/

libraries on NIA's mailing list will be made aware of the

publication at the time of its formal release. Their primary

information dissemination approadh which relies on mass

distributions of material.tbrough local drugstores and pharmacies

was described as "quite effective" and will again be employed for

making available to the public future materials on exercise.
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TEE .arpzcz of REALTR MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS

The Office of Health Maintenance Organizations'is responsi-

ble for.the development, qualification and compliance functions
of Federally qualified Health Miin4nance Organizations (EMU).
Under the the provisioni of the Health Mpintenance Organization
Act of 1973 (P ag. 92-'222), an IMO is a a' legal. entity which pro-

vides ommprehensive'health services to each member'in the organi-

zation for a prepaid, fixed. and uniform payment.

One of the key issues' which legislation was intended to ad-
dress was the rising cost of health care. Prepayment is seen as
one way to control the costs of medical care as it encourages

physicians to .promote cost effectivenesi by eliminating the per-
formance of unncessary services. The significance of promoting

the prepayment concept among the American people is that it

shifts the emphasis from just treatment to prevention 'and

treatment. f
The aim of RMDs'is to keep their membership healthier by

effecting earlier treatment and emphasizing "preventive medi-
cine". By law 11243s, that received Federal funds for the conduct

of feasibility studies, development and/or operations, must
provide a set of basic services including the provision of

preventive health care services with a health component that

focuses on providing information and/or training in methods of

personal health maintenance and in the use of health services.

The intent of providing these activities is to help members
improve their health status through simple lifeStlxe changes

better nutrition). Improved health is perceived not only

as a benefit ,to the individuals but to the EZ') which benefits

frOm reduced medical costs that result from the economy of pre-

vention activities and early treatment rather than largp scale
tertiary treatment activities. Note that while exercise and

physical fitness appear to have a potentially large role to play
in these health promotion activities, they haVe, as yet not
received much attention frca HMOs nationally.
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By law, the preventive health services which HMO's must

provide are voluntary family planning services, infertility

services, preventive dental care for children and children's eye

examinations to determine the need fcc vision correction. It is

apparent that exercise and physical fitness services are not

included in this list whichimplies that HMO's .mo not have to

provide these°servicas.to meet federal qualifying standards.

Thus, many do not choose to or are not financially able to

incorporate physical fitness and exercise services into their

membership programs.

A further limitation has been observed among HMOs in the

provision of preventive health services, especially regarding

health educatkonservices. Health eduation is, by law, imple-

mented f tfie benefit of END members. Generally speaking
h:wever this mandate is loosely interpreted in the field. HMOs
vary mi/gnificantly in their health education implementation

stratigies. Some HMOs have a full-time health educator charged

coordinating health fairs and other relevant activities (e.g.,

publishing a newsletter). Other HMOs have incorporated duties

connected with providing health education,information into health

professionals' clinical treatment of HMO members.

Even within those programs that do offer a formalized health

education program there exists substantial variation in the

manner and extent to which exercise and physical fitness activi-

ties are promoted. Typically, they are only one small component

of an overall program which includes such things tz nutrition

classes, smoking and alcohol abuse cessation workshops.

While HMOs appear to be an environment which is well suiteld

to expanding physical fitness and exercise promotion activities,

there is, At present, no obvious mecahnism for encouraging the

promulgation of fitness information. It is clear that the Jaw

governing health education practices is non-specific. Guidelines

regarding promoting phyiical fitness are non-existant. Further,

actual health eduation practices are not monitored by the Office

of SMOs. In summary, since physical fitness and exercise are not
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required activities and sinde there are no guidelines or regula-
tions which outline the type of health eduation program .that an
013 should sponsor; fitness .promotion effoitp among the inde-
pendent BIM will continua to be based upon the financial and
staffing capabilities of each HM3 as-well as the needs of its
members.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH STATISTICS"

The Rational Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) is located
in the Public Health Service's Office of Health Research, Statis-
tics, and Technology. It is one of the majcir Federal organiza-
tions charged with data collection and statistical analyses.
RCM, in accord with its legislative authorization, peKforms
inventories and surveys of diverse nature including:

o The extent and nature of illness in the general pppu-kation
o The impact of illness and disability on the economy
o The assessment of the presence and extent of environ-

mental, social and other health hazards
o The identification of the determinants of health
o The in'ventory of health resources
o The extent of utilization of health resources andservices
o The assessment of health care costs and financing

o The assessment of familial status in the general
population

Each of the above eight points is a focus for a constructed data

base at 'NCHS; analyses and reports on these data bases are pub-
lished and disseminated periodically - generally on an annual

basis. NOW's primary contribution to development and imple-
mentation of national titness policy would take the form of

periodic'assessments of the population's levels of fitness and
emission of fitness behaviors.
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All data collected by NCH'S is subject to the regulations apd

Trovisimrs of the 1974 Privacy Act (P.L. 93-579) and the Health

Services Research, Health Statistics, and Health Care Technology
Al of 1978 (P.L. 95-623). It is worth noting at this point that

although the Privacy Act protects an important right of the

Aii6rican citizenry since all record systems constructed.by a

Federal agency have.severe restrictions placed on identifying

uniquely individual data elements, it also precludes (unless

special authorization is obtained) the construction of a longi-.

tudinal data base that could be employed to chart changes in the

level of fitness or fitness behaviors of Americans - the basis

for any accurate study of the impact of a national fitness poli-
cy. Gilbert Beebe (1980) notes in the American Journal of Public

Health (Vol. 70, 812) how recoo$ linkage systems - tram various

sources and .over time - might be effected while still maintaining

the anonymity of respondents and fulfilling the regulations

stipulated in th Privacy Act.

Of particular import to monicoring the present level and

change in the level of overall fitness or fitness behaviors are

the Health and Nutrition Examination,Aurvey (Hanes) and the

Health Interview Survey (His). Either or both assessment tools

could be employed for the purpose of charting the nation's fit-

ness. These assessments may be viewed as complementary. The
Hanes was designed to collect and utilize data obtained from

direct physical examinations and follow-up laboratory tests of

individuals. It is performed in five yeaf cycles; the last cycle

ended in 1980. /t is presently used, to determine the actual

prevalence of disease and ill health. It could readily include

data relatkng to the prevalence of levels of fitness. Indeed,

sane information related to fitness (e.g., blood pressure) is

already collected; addition* of other relevant measures might be

included easily. The Hanes survey is admj.nistered to a sample of

about 21,000 demographically representative persons per year.

The HIS is another assessment which could be modified to

incorporate fitness specific information. EIS is purposed to
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provide national data on the incidence of ill:nabs and accidental

injuries, the prevalence of diseases and impairments, the extent

of disabilities, utilization Of health services and resources as

well as a miscellany of other health related topics. Data are

collected from the respondents themselves posing an opportunity

to collect social, psychological and economic information

relating to he4th. The survey is 'administered annually and

supplements to the questionnaire are included to assess Ameri-

cani' standing on specific topics of interest. A fitness supple-

ment might be included for the 1983 or 1984 administration of ,the

HIS if it were requested.now. ODPHP has used this feature of the

HIS before in their early aesessient of American health habits.

The HIS is administered annually to approximately 40,000 house-

holds containing 120,000 persons.

Both the S and the HIS are implemented, as are other

NCHS surveys appropriate levels.of government (i.e., Federal

State, Loc ) NOM maintains the data base and makes it avail-

able to oth rs who need the information. Administration of the

HIS and the most recent BANES surveys was accomplished by inter-

viewers trained and employed by the Bureau of the Census. As

noted above, other information is collected by state and local

authorities and NCHS acts in a capibilities building role with

these actors in hope of establishing a competent network func-

tioning to keep essential information flowing.

. Another example of NCRS's cooperative linkages within the

Federal government is demonstrated in their recent (fifth annual)

publication Health United States 1980. One of the agencies col-

laborating with NCHS in the production of the report was ODPHP.

One result of this collaboration is a 58 Page Prevention Profile

which highlights statistically the e>. tent to which Americans

engage bOth in behaviors Attach promote health and in behaviors

that have been linked with ill health that if decreased would

hypothetically reduce morbidity and mortality rates.

In summary, NCHS is one of the agencies most suited to trace

the general population's level of fitness and health. Though
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efforts to measure some relevant behaviors and actual fitness
levels have been effected in the past, they are extremely
limited. In order for assesments to be made of the effects of
the evolving national priority/policy on fitness, it will
important to tap NCHS's extant collaborative data collection
network as well as their analytic capabilities.

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL

The Center for Disease Control (CDC), has been part of the
FubliC Health Service since 1973 when it was established by the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. The Center was
charged with protecting the general population's health by
providing the leadership necessary to prevent and control
diseases.

In accord with its mandate,, the CDC administers national
programs directed toward the prevention and control of com-
municable diseases and other negative health conditions including
iice/lead poisioning, the spread of roentsi in urban settings,
and quarantine activities. CDC also provides technioil and
financial assistance to cliniOal laboratories to upgrade the
facilities; technical asistance is also provided to developing
nations in the area 'of the control of preventable disease. CDC
also promotes nationwide research activities, health standards
development and testing, and information dissemination
activities.

Eight operating components comprise the CDC: National
Institure for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH);. Bureau of
Training (BT); bureau of State Services (BSS); Bureau of Tropical
Diseases (MMD), Bureau of Laboratories (rL);.Bureau of Smallpox
Education (BSE); Bureau of Epidemiology (BE); and Bureau of
Health Education MM. CDC's 'primary fitness promot on acti-
vities occur in the Bureau of Health Edtication which, alt ugh T it

has been involved in some relevant research activities, has
concentrated its efforts on developing health assessment and
health education materials.
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Fitness and exercise promotion activities are seen by HEE as

one part of an overall health education program. However, the

perception that iitneas and exercise contribute negatively to

unnecessary .morbidity and mortality, has made fitness assessment

and education an important facet of EIHE's overall program. The

fitness/exercise component of BEE's comprehensive education

program is comprised-of:

The development and dissemination of School Health Edu-
cation Curricula for Gradaes Kindergarten 7. The aim
of this ,program is to tewach children about how their 'body
functions. in segments of, the coursework dealing with
the cardiovascular and cardiopulmonary syStems, children
are made acutely aware of the'effects of physical fitness
and exercise.

The development and dissemination of Adult iealth Mate-
rials. 'The Primary,focus of fitness and exercise pro-
-Motion inthisfacet of BEE's program efforts is their
Health Risk Appraisal (BRA) , which was derived from
earlier Health Hazard Appraisals deVeloped by the
Canadian Government. The BRA ig a self-administered'
assessment device designated to gauge an individual's
health status. Questions concerning fitness activi-
ties/exercise are included with those about uexposure to'
negative spvibrnmental conditions, and those about
preventive health behaviors. CDC analyzes returned
questionnaires and generates individual Health, Risk
Profiles (HRP)/ individaalS receiving HRPs are advised,
as necessary, to change their behaviors in same specified
way to improve their health status (e.g., exercise) or
further decrease the possibility of exposure to health
threatening conditions (e.g., - wear seat belts).

CDC sponsors the Health Education, Risk Reduction grants
program in which monies are al;spapeed to states for the
purposes of funding health education programs in the
areas of substance abuse, smoking cessation and physical
fitness. Funds filter dowh to local program implements
charged with initiating and maintining these programs.'
As a- condition for receipt of the grant from CDC a state,
is reqUired to provide, maintain or conduct- the following

4 activities:

- Working relationships with local organizations
promoting physical fitnegs add health

- Statewide inventory of all physical fitness health
jpromotion programs
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Epidemological survey of risk factors

Surveillance system of morbidity and mortality, and

Technical assistance to community organizations.
Approximatley $16 million was allocated as part of the
program in FY 1980. Approximately $6 million was set
aside for general health education efforts while the
remainder was earmarked for promoting smoking cessation
and substance abuse activities.

mOPP

In addition to B9E's efforts, CDC is involved in fit-

ness/exexpise promotion in other areas." They have recently
entered into a contract with Breslow at the University of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles to update his work on risk factors. Also,

BE =Ilea's demographic, clinical and laboratory data from State
and territorial health agencies as part of the National Morbidity
and Mortality recording/reporting. This system may be quite use-

ful in helping to determine the liaks between fitness status and

morbidity and mortality in the general public. Like -t avail-ale

able data' bases, this one is not without problems. A linkage
system which will enable researchers to track individuals over
time has been discussed; no decisions have yet been made re-

garding installing such a mechanism.

Like many Other government agencies, CDC participates in
Project Share. This is an aggressive employee fitness program

which at CDC, includes ERAs for participants as well as regular

program and promotional activities (aerobic dancing, health

fairs).

THE ADMINIMATION ON AGING

The Administration on Aging, established by the Older

Americans Act of 1965, is charged with the responsibility of

assisting older people to secure equal opportunity to the full

and free employment of the following:

An adequate income in retirement in accordance with the
American standard of living
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The best possible physical and mental health which sci-
ence can make available across all levels of economic
status-,

Suitable housing independetnly selected, designed and
1,, 'Ad with reference to special needs and available at
co4 a which older persons can afford

Fr .4.4 restorative services for those who require insti-
t ,ional care

;.cortunity for employment with no discriminatory prac-
ces because of age

4

-0 Retirement in health, honor, dignity - after their years
of actively contributing to the economy

Pursuit of meaningful activity within the widest range of
civic, cultural, and recreational opportunities

Efficient community services, including access to low-
cost transportation,. whi& provide a choice in supported
living arrangements and social assistance in a"coordi-
nated manner and which are readily available when. needed

Immediate benefit from proven research knowledge which
can sustain and improve healtivand happiness

Freedom, independence and the tree exercise of individual
initiative in planning and mandgment of their own lives

To achieve these objectives, ACM provides grants to state

and community agencies responsible for planning for the needs of
the elderly and grants to services agencies. it_kso funds model
projects and programs, institution programs; research and tr4In-

ing IL gerontology band supports the irderal Council on Aging and

the National Clearinghouse on Aging.

The historical role of AQUA the promotion of physical fitness

and exercise in the pastis has taken the form of funding demon-
stration and ,model health projects. Although the nature of this

involvement has been limited, the results have been significant

in terms of their contribution to policy formulation and priority

setting, which will help strengthen the efforts to promote physi-

cal fitness and exercise for the elderly.
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In 1975, the National Association Human bevelOpment, a pri

vile non-profit advocacy group, ,lobbied AO for monies to fund a
model demonstration project on physical fitness and the elderly.

During the first phase of the program, which began in July 1975,

NAND sponsored planning 'workshops for the design of the program

(Active People Over 60). The President's Council on Physical

Fitness and Sports cooperated with the NAND in the development of

exercise regimens and literature which were distributed during

the 'workshops and later, for a nominal fee, made available to the
general public. The pgogram model was tested in four states

during the subsequent,11 months: Ohio, Texas, Delaware, and

Maryland.

The program demonitration was then followed by regional

workshops held in Da/las, San Diego, Seattle, Philadelphia,

Boston and Miami.. Through these workshops, NASD was able to

train the local representatives in the fundamental principles of

their exercise and fitness program for the aged. At the end of

fiscal year 1976, AOA terminated its support of the model pro-
gram. NASD, however, continued to respond to requests for

technical assistance received frOm StateagenCies. Private
fOundation support and state and local monies provided under the

Older American Act, have been used to continue the piogram.

This demonstration was particularly instrumental in the

development of AOA's interest in pursuing the relationship be-

tween physical fitness and the elderly. The study strongly

supportedsthe existing research evidence indkcating"that exercise

can play an important role in enabling the older persons to

maintain an independent lifestyle.

The performance and retults of this demonstration were

completely consistent with the AOA's newly strengthened emphasis

- to achieve the goal of helping older persons live autonomous,

useful, constructive lives for as long as possible in their own

homes and omsmunities.. This objective took on the highest pri-

ority status as a funct!on of passage of the 1978 amendments' to

the Older American Act. More specifically, under the 1978
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amendments, grants to State AgenCies hive.been.extended to

include "services 4lesiggii to enable older individuals to attain

and.maintain physical and mental well-bein4 through programs of

regular physical activity and exercise." 'To date, this' new em-

phasis has received considerable attention at the local level.

It is state and local monies that allow the NASD to continue its

training of service providers in the local aging network as part
of the. Active People over 60 program.

Thus, while ACA is not directly targeting a large amount of

their budget toward these health promotion activities, the local
providers have determined this to be a priority in how they will

use their Federal dollars.

AOA is also currently participating in the function of

ODPRV's and the PCPFS's Physical Exercise Ad Hoc Committee. This
Commi6tee has. beeeestablished to chart the relative contribu-
tions that imolved agencies can achieve toward the 1990 national

fitness objectives. As .part of the continued functioning of this

group, AG will provide "both policy-relevant.Tinfonnation and

programmatic expertise and services affecting its target popu-

lation, and thereby participate in the construction and imple-
mentation of a national fitness policy for all Americans.

Lastly, ACA is acting as a co-sponsor, with PCPFS, of the

first National Conference on Fitness and Aging. .The Geneva

Foods Corporation is serving as the underwriter for the con-

ference. The conference is aimed at promoting healthy and active

lifestyles among the persons over age 55. Experts on exercise,

sports medicine, recreation and rehabilitation will discuss these

substantive areas as they relate to the aged population.
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APPENDIX B

FITNESS PROMOTION EFFORTS

AT OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES



TEE DEPARTMENT OP TEE INTERIOR

Three agencies within the Department of Interior were in-

vestigated as a function of their potential relevance to the de-

velopment and implementation of fitness, exercise and sports

policy. These agencies are:

The former Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service
°MRS)

The National Park Servici (NPS)

The Bureau of Land Management MK)

Beata e Conservation and Recreation Service,
'so

'The agency was.esXablished in 1978 as a successor to the

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (BOR). ,Earlier,this'year, it was

disbanded with many of its responsibilities transferred t? the

National Park Sery

discussed here

events end proce

Although no longer in existence:, CRS is

t a full explication of the relevant

hat have 'taken place in the last few

years. The major respongibilities of HCRs included preparation

of the Third Nationwide Outdoor Recreation Plan, coordination of

adz instration of the Land rrd Water ConservatiOn Fund (MCP), and

programs both within and cwcside of DOI. These items are dis-

cussed in turn in the following paragraphs.

Preparation of the Outdoor Recreation Plan is based on a

1963 legislative mandate (P.L. 88-29) which calls for the devel-

opment of a nationwide plan every five years. This plan was pre-

pared through a participatory process which sought to involve all

interested, parties first in the identification and prioritization

of recreation issues and second in the development of action

steps for implementation. The 1979 Plan indicates that about

3,000 individuals ana organizations responded to HCRS's invita-

tion and raised about 1,000 issdas. This list was subsequently

refined through a series of disCussions and a further public re-
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those given priority in the 1979 Pian. Howeverl-the plan is not
specific as to the actions to be taken other than td assert the

desirability of having the private sector assume greater tampon-

sibility-fcy ':he provision of public recreation opportunities and
services.

Establishment of a national recreation research agenda and
facilitition of 'information transfer was another element in
HCRS's emissiu.4. As stated in the 1979 Plan, this agenda was to
include health promotion.' However, investigation of the progress
made in this regard revealed only uncertainty and lack of

concrete infonnation on the part of respondents.

In general, HCR8 appears to have been a focal point for col-
laborative policy development. T e planning and coordination

that existed seems to have fallen bort of a thoroughly inte-

grated system of recreational prog amming. However, available

information suggests movement in tat direction. That movement
has been interrupted at least for the moment with the disbanding
of HCRS. The extent to which these functions will be assumed by
NPS remains to be seen.

National Park' Service

As noted in the discussion above, UPS is the new organiza-

tional location for ECRS's functions, although the manner in

which they will be implemented is still uncertain in some re-
spects. This discussion will focus on NPS's Organization, its
long standing mandate and the policies and programs it purSues

with respect to the national park system.

The agency's mandate includes the dual mission of

Protecting and preserving the parklands

Providing for public enjoyment of those lands which is
consistent with the first objective.

This mandate is carried out through a system whereby, NPS

promulgates a general management policy which stipulates limi-
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SCORPs. The resolution of this issue must await further deli-
berations.

In essence DOI, primarily, through the activities of HCRS,

has attempted to establish a planning and policy development

process at the state and federal levels which is parallel and
_

complementary. Once plans have been de"eloped, both the nation-

wide plan and the'SCORPs are followed by the delineation of ac-

tion programs in pursuit of'stated needs and objectives. Note
that in addition to gaining grants, the Lit? has also provided

for acquisition and development of land for recreational or con-

servation uses.

Local level planning and policy development appear to be

largely beyond the control of DOI except as community decisions

are tied to receipt of Federal funds such as made available by

UPARR Tints which targets distressed urban_areas.

With' regard to the former HCRS's role in fostering coordi-

nation, it appears that the process leading to preparation of the

1979 Plan has per se contributed to this aim. Ccher efforts at,:.:T

co_dinationipolicy development include the Cooperative Manage-.*,

went Program in which SCRS provided technical assistance and

attempted to coordinate the relevant activities of 16 Federal

agencies in developing cooperative arrangements with state or

local governments interested in managing or developing land or ;ir:

facilities for public recreation. HCRS also had a memorandum.*

unoerstanding-with PES, more specifically with =PEP, to prompt
health and physical fitness objectives in park and recreation

settings. This appears to be the first major step toward action

on the aforementioned priority regarding physical and mental

health. SCRS is known to have had such a cooperative relation-

ship with ODPHP and the PCPFS in terms of joint. consultation and

information sharing, but information on the existence of oth,er

specific actions by HORS or its successor in NPS is lacking.

A final theme in SCRS's efforts to bring 'about a comprehen-

sive national effort in recreation planning is its emphasis on

forging links with the private sector. This issue is one of
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view, to the point where the Secretary of Interior identified 16

priority issuea. Of relevance to this study is the fact that one

of these issues was The contribution of recreation to physical

health and mental health. It should be noted, however, that

this priority was not addressed in the 1979 Action Program, in-

stead being deferrred to 1990 far the development ofla coopera-

tive approach with DHSS. In addition to that treatment of the

specifically identified priority regarding physical and mental

health, an underlying theme of the 1979 plan is the increasing

public interest in and the importance of recreational pursuits

that involve vigorous or strenuous physical activity. As a re-

sult, the plan encourages recreation planners at all levels of

government: to consider this in the types of facilities And

recreational uses that they develop. In making its point about

recreational trends, HCRS referenced several surveys including

the 1977 Nationwide Outdoor Recreation Survey. The 1979 Plan.

indicates that such research findings and the corresponding views

of various parties ought to be heeded by those developing facili-

ties or programs through the SCRS administred mechanisms such as

the Land and Water Conservation Fund and the Urban Park and Re-

creation Recovery Program (UPARR) .

The process by which recreation plans are developed and

carried out at the state level is an interactive one. Speci-

fically, through the Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF),

states have been required to do Statewide Comprehensove Outdoor

Recreation Plans (SCORPs) . HCRS provided LWCF state grants,

which included funds to support preparation of the SCORPs. The

SCORPs in turn are used as input to the'development of the na-

tionwide five- year plan. It should be noted, however, that .with

the demise of HMS, there is currently same doubt regarding the

continued availability of LWCF monies to support SCORPs. Inquir-

ies regarding the probable future of this process were made at

NPS's Office of Management and Safety where optimism was ex-

pressed that funding would continue. However, it also is pos-

sible that monies will be made available on a block grant basis,

which could remove the fiscal incentive for states to prepare
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tations on the types of recreational activities that are sanc-
tioned for the parks. This general plan filters down organiza-

rtionally to the regions and then to the individu parks. At the
park level, programs are implemented with most ov rsight coming
from the regional off ices. Feedback to the policy makers takes

place in the fort of requests for guidance or technical assis-

tance and reports on utilization of facilities and consumer pre-

ferences/demands for various types of recreational opportunity.
Many' of these opportunities in the national parks are provided

through private concessioners who rent equipment, provide les-
sons, guide trips, etc.

,

In addition to the relatively unstructured feedback on

public preferences, NPS conducts formal surveys of user

needs/demands and usage of facilities. Also, all park general

management plans undergo public review and critique.

Promotion in the form of an active public information cam-
paign is limited. Funds for such efforts are reported to nave

been cut and NPS perceives no need to greatly stimulate total

demand above current levels which were charactertized. as high.

NPS's limited resources for information dissemination are devoted
to promoting; e.g., through Public Service Announcememts, visits
to relatively underused parks. Brochures about the "arious parks
can be obtained by mail.

Cooperative linkages with other agencies tend to be initiat-

ed at the local level as lictated by the circumstances of indivi-
dual regions parks, e.g., joint responsibility with the Forest
Services of DA for management of the Appalachian Trail.

The relevance of NPS's facilities and programs to exercise,

fitness and sports is that facilities, equipment and instruction

are made available to members of the public who wish to engage in

physically active recreational pursuits. There seems to be no

special focus on exercise and fitness for their own sake, al-

though parks have placld increased emphasis on offerings calling

for active participation, e.g., walking, climbing, skiing, and
par courses. In general, however, NPS can be regarded as provid-
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ing only passive support for the pursuit of -exercise and general

physical fitness based on the consonance of perk settings with

activities that tend to enhance fitness.

Bureau of Land Management

This agency's baiic mandate is to administer Federal lands

that are outside the national parks and national forest sys-

tems. Thos'lands may be Characterized more as wilderness' or raw

natural resources than might the parklands administered over by

NPS. BLM operates primarily in' eleven Western states, its pur-

view'extending to aboist 240,000400 acres. its policy is to

provide access to these lands through information and roads, but

there seems to be less of an emphasis on the provision of equip-

ment, facilities and imogram, offerings than was reported by

NPS. 'The Bureau oversees the land with the aim of ensuring that

recreational uses` are not environmentally destructive.

Among the activities that BLM encourages are camping, hik-

ing, climbing, fishing and dirt biking. It 'clears and maintains

trails and provides clop grounds. BLM's Division of Recreation

and Cultural Resources reports that efforts are made to promote

recreational uses that encourage physical activity. Note that

this (active participation) is ensured almost by definition given

the nature of the land itself. For example, in addition to the

construction and maintenance of hiking trails, many camp grounds

are placed a distance away frcm parking areas to encourage we..k

ing and a true sense of ,outdoorsmanship. Further, such of the

land is natural rock face or wilderness encouraging only mountain

climbing activities or demanding hiking or exploration activi

ti es.

Little promotion of BLM lands is done, primarily in view of

an already heavy flow of users. A shortage of funds was stated

as another factor which limits promotion. Data are collected on

about a dozen caterries of use of the lands (Public Land Statis-

tics), but reported4/14ey greatly overstate the number of visi-

tors. Private agencies or clubs are said to provide effective
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and sufficient promotion through their efforts to encourage

various types of outdoor activity in general and, to some extent,

to provide information about BLM lands as appropriate settings

for these activities.

BLM makes no grants to other levels of government. With

regard to cooperative efforts with other agencies, these take

place primarily within DOI as a result of overlapping juris-

diction or mutual concern. Agencies cited are the Bureau of

Reclaimation, which deals with dams and waterways and the Bureau

of Fish and Wildlife, which promotes.water based recreation such

as sport fishing.

The State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans (SCORPs)

are reported to serve as useful points. of coordination with the

states and other Federal agencies. Coordination is enhanced by

the fact'that BLM maintains, an office in each of the eleven

states in which it operates.

By its own description, BLM is in a reactive stance by which

it seeks to balance preservation of 'wilderness areas with a grow-

ing public demand for recreational opportunity. The development

and pursuit of exercise and fitness is ,only .generalized and im-

plicit in the under context of outdoor recreation.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

The agency within the Department of Education identified

most closely with policy concerning exercise' is the Office of

Comprehensive School Health. This office was established in 1979

under authority of the Health Education Act of 1978 (13.L. 95-561)

to foster comprehensive health education programs in the school.

This occurred in, response to the findings of a task force formed

by the Surgeon General and- the Commission of Education that funds

for health education were going to state health departments,

hence, health promotion and preventive health activities were

missing the schools-the key site for disseminating relevant

information. The legislation provided that the then Office of
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Education could make grants to state And local agencies to en-

courage preventive health education tn elementary and secondary

schools. The program which was to have been administered by the

Office of Comprehensive School Health, was authorized to spend

.$10,000,000 in FY 1979, but the funis were never appropriated.

The office's policy regarding exercise and fitness is that

it should be taught as one aspect of an integrated school health

curriculum. This would mark a departure fruit past approaches in

which categorical curricula have been used in areas such as

smoking, nutrition, alcohol, and drugs. The curriculums the Of-

fice favors is a comprehensive one which covers ten health areas

(including fitness) and would be taught sequentially from grades

K to 12. Furthermore, the Office encourages the development of

curricula that eAphasize healthy lifestyles as a means of pre-

venting chronic illnesses.

Although the Office of ComprehenAive School Health has' not

been able to implement the grant progre described above, it has

worked to bring about the development of comprehensive school

health curricula. This includes holding workshops with state

education agency (SEA) staffs and school administrators to en-

courage the general principle of comprehensive Curricula with

particular reference to physicdl fitness components.

Other planned efforts to encourage curriculum development

have included identification of programs that Could serve as

models in terms of their treatment of fitness and other health

topics. Information about these programs would be disseminated

through the National Diffusion Network, a Department of Education

system for disseminating exemplary education programs.

In attempting to influence and assist state and local

program planners, the Office in addition to meetings mentioned

above, has worked with the State School Health Edur:ation Task

Force in developing Recommendations for School Health Eur:a-

tion: A Handbook for State Policymakers which was published in

March of this year.



The Office also reportedly has considered development of a
. survey of school'andiorSEAs to determine the status of fitness

education and possibly actual student fitness. XI this survey

can be done, the Office would try to get the National Center for

educational Statistics and the National Center for Health Sta-

tistics to collaborate on a larger survey effort. NCES has

expressed interest in collecting data on physical fitness, but

has not yet actively pursued it.

Another.. possible effort in which the Office would like to be

involved is the development of new national norms for the Youth

Fitness Test which is given almost exclusively in.schools.

With regard to the future development and implementation of

national policy on fitness, the Office is cooperating with ODPHP

to specify action plans for pursuit of the Health Objectives for

1990. At the time of the interview, no information was available

frcm the Office regarding specific outcomes of this cooperation.-

At .the Federal level, the Office also has cooperative relation-

ships with the National Institute of Mental Health, Center for

Disease Control, United States Department of Agriculture's Food

and Nutrition Service, NHIZI, BCES, HCFA and OHP.

In summary, the Department of Education has done little in

the way of either polizy or program development concerning exer-

cise and fitness. The principle of an integrated approach to

health education has been adopted and some work has been done in

developing and encouraging use of comprehensive' curricula. How-

ever, the failure of the grant proyram for health education to

receive funding has cut short attempts to effectively promulgate

health education and exercise policy from the Federal lev41 down

to state and local agencies. These agencies traditionally have

exercised' great autonamyin developing their programs. Thus, in

the absence of financial incentives, the Office of Comprehensive

School-Health has been restricted to cooperative efforts which

can provide persuasive evidence and guidance to educators. New

action steps may emerge from tee Office's involvement in =PMI's

efforts to implement the Objectives for the Nation, but no spe-

cifics could be identified at the time of this inquiry.
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THE UNITED,STAT' EPARTNENT OF AGRICULTURE

The United States Department 9f Agriculture. (USDA) actively

pursues research, f,monstratibn projects' and informatiofi dissem-

ination activities in all areas related to the .human and animal

consumption of foodltrffs including: human nutrition; food safe-

ty and quality' foo3 merketing; crop and livestock quality and

use: Fitness and - exercise are not really a concern of priority

to the USDA. However, much of the materials and demonstration

projects sponsored by USDA does nate and/or include some discus-

sion of the importance of exercise in maintaining overall.

health. Almost without exception, the'material offered or pro-.

grams sponsored do not have an actual fitness component in which

possible types and am6tints of various fitness related activities

are described.

USDA's Food and Nutrition Program sponsored by the Science

and Education Administration is one program that doeS include a

fitness oomponent. This program is designed to improve people's

knowledge of basic nutrition and its relation to physical fitness

and health. -The program is primarily directed to affect the

'dietary habits and overall fitness and health of elders and low

income _families with young children.

In addition to these general activities ,that relate to fit-

ness exercise, the USDA Forest Service actively supports recrea-

tional and physically active use of the National E-orests. A dis-

cussion of the Forest Service's activit3es follows.

Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture

The Forest Service (FS) of the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture, began in 1905 when forest reserves management was

transfered to USDA fray the Department pf the Interior. In

contrast to the National Park Service's mandate of preserving

national resources, the Forest Service's mandate is to manage

their 190 million acres, of forests and range lands in the U.S.
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Specifically, the Forest Service is directed under the Multiple
Use-Sustained Yield Act of 1960 to provide outdooC recreational
opportunities and wilderness for *the Natfon.31 But passage of

r
this act merely affirmed the role that the Forest Service had
already adopted.

1

Providing recreational opporttfnities was a tradition in the
Forest Service before it became a mandate. Legislative authority
came after; outdoor- recreation idd been going on for many years.
Around 1920, the FS began issuing permits allowing /vacation hazes
to be built on their lands.4.' As more and more permits' were
sued, it became clear that forestsi would soon be inundated by
seasonal residents and forest lands could be plat-ed in jeop-
ardy. It was decided that the FS should issue permits''f or camp-
grounds'to .be built on FS forest lands, thereby accommodating
more recreationists using less forest land and in a far ,more con-
trolled manner. In FY 3980, recreation- visitor
days (RVD, which it 12 visitor hours of recreation use) were
recorded on PS lands; on the nine National Recreation Areas 85.6
million RVDs were tallied.2I

The Forest Service is involved in fitness promotion in much
the same .way an as is the. National Park. Service - they make
available to the public an attractive recreation resource in

-which it is natural' for enjoyable physically strenous activity to
take place. /n.turn, the Forest Ser' ice's primary activity
consists of several dozen currant pamphlets that provide
information on outdoor recreation Opportunities in forests, which
are d5.sseminated by their Office of Information to interested N
private organizations such as the Sierra Club, and to visitors

..111=11=1111MMIMMIMIMEMEN.IIMMINIM

31 U.S. Government of Agriculture, Report of The Forest
.142EvIcTelE54980 Highlights (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing 961) p.6.

2/ bid, p. 7
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areas and rangers' stations in ihe forests. Although wide-spread

distribution"of pamphlets to the general public is not planned,

several stations have developed Recreation Opportunity Guides

(ROGO, identifying the services of t.;eir particular areas: these

are made available at the Ranger Station in the forest, areas.

The Forest Servid6 has.not-directed rangers to develop ROGs , but

hopes that each forest will have one before FS mandate will

require .it.

il!-e 'Forest Service's appropriated budget for FT 1980 was

more than two billion dollarsli. Recreation-related appropri-

-ations accounted for about 6.7 percent Hof this budget.

The Forest Service's research endeavors emanate from the

Office of Forest Environment Researth (FER and currently include

studies on such topics as how best wilderness areas can be used

for recreational purposes (e.g., where hiking trails should be

located and bow much recreation can take place before damage to

the environment occurs)', anal `how best natural resource areas -

such as white water rivers - can be used for recreational pur-

poses. The FER is also studying ways of providthg-recreational

opportunities in a more energy efficient manner. An example of

this would be using the rural bus systems,,which usually stop

only in towns, to transport hikers and campers to recreational 4

areas and then to pick them up anywehere along the road that the

bus travels. This would hopefully decrease private car usage.
4

The Forest Service has a policy of coordination and co-

operation with private inte4ests and state, local and federal s\

agencies in order to avoid any durlication of efforts. They hold

periodic meetings with the NatiOnal Park Service and the Bureau

of Land Manageient aewell as many private outdoor recreation

groups, such as the Boy and Girl Scouts, campgrounds associations

Soube: USDA Forest Service, Program Develument and
Budget,' "Actions on Budget Eitimates for Fiscal Year

. 1981," November. 19, 1980.
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and ski groups., The FS provides technical assistance to state,

county and local planning 'groups to help facilitate development

of recreational areas.

In 1974, the Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning act was

passed, which directed the Forest Service to establish long' and'

short-range goals for their prpgrams. The ,first assessment and

program plans .were issued in 1975. AS mandated, an updated' plan

was published in 198 0 (every five years). At that time, most of

the programs were not funded for the full amount needed- to imple-

ment them; .further reductions in funding are anticipated. The'

Forest Service representative interviewed indiCated.that no new

recreation-related programs would be.initiated'becauue of the

expected budget puts, that the FS may be forced to charge higher

use fees in recreation areas, and that there may be a cut-back in
.

the number of rangers employed. The Forest SerOice hopes,that

more people will voluhteer to help manage the forest and wilder-

ness areas but no significant efforts have been made to establish

such volunteer programs.

TB2 DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

'The Department of Rousing and .Urban Development's involve-
,

ment in health promotion activities in physical fitness, exercise

and sports is limited to*Its funding the construction of recrea

tional facilities under the Community Development Block Grant

Program. .The. program provides annual grants to certain cities

and ao9iies for the purpose of develol.ng viable urban communi-

ties through the provision of decent housing and a suitable liv-

ing environtlent as well as by expanding economic opportunities

for lcw and moderate incape persons. Local officials decide on

the.use of funds based on community need. The funds can be used

to Onance urban renewal; neighborhood development; model cities;

water and sewer works, neighborhood facilities; public facilities

and rehabilitation; open space; urban beautification and historic

preservation.
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To date, recreational uses of CDBG funds have not been a

high priority for local governments. In 1980, the DOG-expendi-

tures for recreational facilities was ranked lowest of all ex-

penditure categories. Only 4.2 percent of total CDBG monies were

expended, on recreational development while housing and public

works received 34.5 percent. 4pically, when parks and play-

grounds are built, thdy are constructed in conjunction with-

another CDBG eligible activity. -For example, a playgruond may be

built when a housing development is rehabilitAped or built on an

open spec* resulting from demolition of a "slum area".

It is important to note that construction" of recreational

facilities in which CDBG monies are used in restricted to area

facilities that will-be used for participatory rather than spec-

tator sports. However, HUD's involvement is limited to the con-

struction of the Cacility, not the-support of activities that

might be held in the park, e.g.', summer camps, _ball gales, and

physical fitness programs.

The likelihood of expanding the construction of recreational

, facilities is slight: In fact, monies fori:onstructingsuch fa-

cilities may shrink dramatically. Decreasing federal expendi-

teturestor other social programs are predicted to place more de-

mand on local officials-to consider the provision of housing and

o \her basic essentials rather than amenities such 'as parks and

playgrounds.
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THE COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

The Community Services Administration (CSA) is the Federal

agency whose sole mandate is to help the poor, and to cdncentrate

on ittackir9 the causes of poverty as well as mitigating its ef-

fects. Its overall goal is to ,enable the poor to becomi self-

sufficient, Within that overall goal, CSA'has four major objec-

tives:

To act as ,the voice
government, to make
policy markers, and
sector resources ton

I

and advocate of poor within the
their needs and aspirations known to
to Mobilize both public and private
their behalf.

T9 promote the development and strengthening of community
based institutions which represent the interest of the
poor, and to carry out programs ,responsive to their
,peeds.

To undertake research and experimentation to expand
knowledge of poverty problems, and to test innovative
solutions.

.To develop and support local programs which meet the
critical needs of the poor, and to provide permanent
improvements in their living conditions..

In order to achieve these objectives, the CSA has focused on

two methods for implementation. One has been tile cor I sup-

port of and cooperation with a network of Community t-

cies (mks) and community development corporations. The ChAs age

responsible for defining the conditions that cause and/or perpet-

uate poverty in an area, determining what resources are already

being channeled to combat this problem, and planning programs

which make use of additional funding as well as of existing re-

sourdes to eliminate some of the cause(s) of poverty.

The CSA has also pursued the research and demonstration ap-1

proach finding ways in which to effect permanent improvements in

the living conditions of the poor. The CSA sponsorship of pro-

grams promoting physical fitness, exercise and sports falls
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within the realm of the research and demonstration approach and

hap been the exclusive responstOility of the Employment Training

Branch of the GSA.

The Employment and Training Branch bbs several, individual

policy objectives which have led to their involvement and spon-

sorship of numerous demonstration programs. The two programs

relating to physical fitness, 'sports and recreation, are the

Summer Youth Spofts Recreation Progrle and the ,National Youth

Sports Program. Both programs were structured in a way to pro-

mote the Employment and training Division's policy of supporting

programs that are designed to motivate the disadvantaged to stay

in school, as well as to provide financial assistance or develop

part-time employment as incentives for attending school while

'participating in on-the-job training 'programs.'

The Summer Youth Sports Recreation Program was an inter-

departmental program. The Department of Labor, the 'Grated States

Department of Agriculture and cm, were involved in providing re-

cr ation, cultural and educational experiences to three million

ch ldren between the ages of 8 and 13. DOL's contribution was

e provision of CETA, jobs to youth who served as playground

services while USDA provided meals and CSA was responsible for

conducting program evaluation and supplying administrative sup-

port. During FY 1979, CSA allocated $17 million to 900'granteis

to conduct these activities. In 1980, the program was cut to $10

Million and was finally eliminated in. the Carter Budget f\ore-FY

2 1981.

The National Youth Sports Program (CESP), is enother joint

effort which involves a contact agreement between the CSA and

the National Collegiate Athletic Association (MMLA). The NYSP

concept originated in the office of the President's Council on

Physical Fitness and Sports in 1969. From 1969 until 1i75, PCPFS

sponsored the program as a demonstration effort. In 1975, the

Okogram was shifted to the a pices of the CSA's Employment and

Training Branch most probabl because it was viewed as a demon-

stration designed to serve the poor. The.INYSP's focus is broader
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t%an sports alone. The program is designed to foster'senerai

health, achievement and personal development employing sports

training and ac.tivities as a back-diop and reinforJement so that

other areas of training and development can be attempted and

achieved. The program is structured to allow disadvantaged stu-
4

dents to participate year-round, utilizing both the athletic

facilities and other educatinal resources that are made available

by the 135 colleges and universities that are members .of the NCAA

and have been coptracted to provide these services. The activi-

.tiesli undertaken by NTSP pursue the following objectives which are

consistent with the missions cited by the Employment and Training

Division.

Providingiwithin a col'ege setting, opportunities for
disadvantaged youths to receive sports skills and phys-
ical fitness instruction and to engage in sports corn-
petition;

Acquainting disadvantaged young people with career and
educational Opportunities, and providing them instruction
and information regarding good health and nutrition prac-
tices, study practices, job responsibilities, and drug
and alcohol atuse education by utilizing the .personnel
and facilities' of institutions of higher education;

Providing.for medic
participating youth

Providing for a hot
supplement as pArt

Providing maximum
all staff categori
target area who m
poverty guideline

Providing a commbi
training in spor
providing the mo
youths an opport
instructional a

Enabling the N
participate mo
solutions of c

examination and follow-up for all

meaj., ond where possible, a food
f the daily activities;

easible employment opportunities for
s for qualified poor residents of the
t rommunity'Services Administration
regarding family income;

nation of employment and on- the -job
instruction and administration, and

e mature and skilled participating
pity to develop leadership and

ilities.

and institutions of higher education to
p fully in the community life and in

unity problems.
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An example of how the program as in can achieve its

objectives of helping direct the energies of disadvantaged young

people into-conatructive channels is present in the daily contact

that students have with athletes and coaches. The instructors

serve as positive role models/ this, can serve to motivate stu-

dents to, stay. in school and thereby, achieve their personal

iims. Also, the instruction in drug and alcohol abuse preven-

tion, health grid nutrition and Career eduoatinal opportunities,.

helps direct students to paths where positive behavior patterns

can be pursued and maintained.

While the promotion of sports programt h;Ist been a priority

of- the Employment and Training Division of the CSA, it has not

peen recognized as a major priority of, the CSA. The development

of CSA policy involves a process which adheres to local concerns

and preferencea for^funding. The ever increasing demand of

America's poor for quality housing,' medical care, employment and

energy services has taken precedence over recreational activities

ati the local and hence national level a thebe concerns are moft

diretly rooted to survival rather than personal eurichmentiwell-

being iisues.' The lack of support for NYSP and for recreation or

fitness programs in general is manifested clearly in statements

by'many programed managers within CSAf'Who have had diffiCulty in

seeing the relationship and contribution,that such activities or

training can serve. in the pu:suit of tfieragency's objectives.

Indeed, when the program was trmusferred from the PCPFS to CSA

41Fre was, and has been some skepticism about the appropriateness

of its placement within CSA.

Recreation has never been a priority at the CSA, nor is it

ever likely to be one As- mentionei previously, the Summer Youth

Recreation Program was eliminated by the Carter Budget in 1981.

The National Youth Sports Program, while surviving the 1981 bud-'

get cuts, did so only as a result of the successful and intensive

Congressional lobbying efforts made by the NCAA. The NYSP budget

was reduced to $6 million for PY 1981, and the activities tlave.

been made largely possible by in-kind contributions, from the,
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participating co es and universities, which are expected to

total more than 017 million. Given the current uncertainty of

CSA's future funding levels, it is unlikely that NYSP will sur-
vive for long undez CSA jurisdiction. Further, it is feasible
that CSA may soon be zero funded and out of existence. NYSP

implementors are at present searching for another federal agency

which' might be better to implement the program should either of

the above contingencies' obtain. Note that one possibility re-

garding future CSA exFenditures might be that CSA monies are

givien out to localities in the form of block grants. This ap-
proach is not a viable funding option for' the NYSP as it would

require each individual institution to request money-from the

state government to run its own program. It is thought that such

a system would prove unwockable and this potentialy impactfua

program would vanish.

4

TEE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

The Veterans Administration (VA) provides services or bene-

fits to a large segment of the American population. The VA cate-

gorizes those it serves into the following groups:

Veterans whose disabilities resulted from military ser-
vice

Veterans who need assistance in the transition to civil-
ian life

Aged or needy veterans with non-service connected dis-
-abilities

Deceased veterans '

- Eligible survivors and -dependents of veterans.

In addition, the VA engages in medical and rehabilitative re-

search and health professions training which are felt to serve

the needs of VA beneficiaries and the overall national intrest.

Organizationally, the VA is split into two major, departments

for the provision of services - the Department of Medicine and
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Surgery, and the Department of Veteran's Benefits. The inter-

views conducted in support of this investigation were performed

in the Office of Recreation Services located within the Office o2

the Assistant Chief Medical Director for Administration in the

Department of Medicine and Surgery.

The VA has a basic mandate to provide heal are to ter-

ans. The agency operates in the context of a m d -.4;elf
1

in

which care is provided to persons already suffering an ill-

nesse injury or general disability. The range 410 availa

treatmentS is quite broad, including all types ofAedical

treatment, treatment of mental, emotional and stress related

problems, and physical rehabilitation and restoration. It was

reported that within this medical model, the VA takes a holistic-

approach in the creation of individual treatment plans. However,

the VA does not appear to engage in the type of prevention and

promotion efforts that addreis well persons or efforts that make

a direct connection between physical fitness and health. Rather,

the VA promotes4exercise and fitneis where, appropriate in. pursuit

of rehabilitation and social adjustment.' Those interviewed

indicated that exercise is subsumed under the promotion of

leisure-time activities.

Regarding the implementation of fitness related leisure act-'

ivities, there Are a numberoof well- developed linkages with other

organizations. In general, the is said to have a good volun-

tary service network in which each of the 172 medical centers has

ties with local service organizitions. It is estimated that the

services proyided by volunteers in carrying out recreation pro-

grams are worth 12-14 million dollars. Direct contribution of

funds by outoide organizations is about 15 million dollars per

year. Among the major contributors to VA recreation activities

are:

The Bowling Victory Legions (BVL), which provides an un-
specified level of funding

The National Recreation Therapeutic Society, which is
part of the.National RecreatiOn and Parks Association.
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The National Wheelchair A'thletic Association

The Paralyzed Veterans of America, which provides funds
for wheelchairt sports
The American Foundation for the Blind, which sponsors ana
promotes sports for the blind.

Examples of other VA relationships which exist to varying
degres at tte local level include:

P

Recreatiion and parks programs, whereby, re-entry of vet-
erans into the community is facilitated through efforts
to create awareness and make referrals to structuralpro-

Vrams

programs

Forest Seivice facilities, access to which is underscored
by a memorandum of understanding with the VA. At the lo-
cal level, VA staff work with est rangers to make ar-
rangements-for camping and fis g activities.
Facility sharing agreements between various recreational
agencies and the VA. A

In addition to these extra -mural agreements and efforts
which supp6rt leisure activities for vetearans and other famil-
ies, the VA RecreatiOn Service' s activities are implemented by
Recreation Therapists who. work with patients under the direction
of a Chief of Recreation Services. Earlier' this year, the'VA
institUted a Recreation Service Management Training Program open
to all VA staff qualified as Recreation/Creative Arts Therapists
under the Office of Personnel Management guidelines. Successful
completion of this, typically, 12 month,program, establishes
eligibility for Chief or Assistant Chief of Recreation Service
positions at any VA facility where vacancies exist.

In the area of ,program development, the VA also has recently
begun in 15 cities, a pilot "self-Enrichment program" which goes
beyond the usual leisure programming and counseling of VA
patients. Briefly stated, the program calls for a multi-
disciplinary team approach in which participants are selectead on
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the basis of physical and psychological assessments. One
objective of this program is improved physical fitness. Partici-

pants experience seven program modules (Games, Sports and Athlet-

ics; Outdo= and Nature Activities; Performing Arts; Special

Events, Parties and Outings; Spiritual Activitties; Health Educa-
tion; and Personal Development). The prgram includes sytematic
and periodic measurement of results. It was designed through the

University of Maryland's Department of Health, Physical Education
F,and Recreation.

Most of VA'S research activity is of a scientific/biomedical

nature. Other research and development activities focus on reha-

bilitative engineering. However, a current project (funded by a

thin. party) is being perfOrmed by' Leisure Systems, Inc. and

North Texas, State University. It- is an attitudinal study of pa-

tients which will be used in support of modified recreational

programmidg.

In summary, the VA promotes fitness/exercise activities as

they relate to rehabilitation or facilitating re-entry into civi-
,

lien life` for a significant segment of the population - veterans

and their families. Though we were not able to discuss exactly

thtz eitant of exercise promotion activities engaged in by the VA,

signifi6ant levels of expertise and practice of implementing

individualized rehabilitative exercise plans as part of a holstic

treatment regimen including lifestyle (i.e., leisure) adjustments

were noted. Though the relevance of those efforts to the promul-

gationand implementation of a national fitness policy is only

tangential, it is included here because this population of

people, especially disabled veterans and dependents of disabled

veterans, receive their primary care from the VA and are there-

fore most affected by the VA's efforts.
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0* THE NATIONAL ItE1;REATION op PARKS ASSOCIATION

The National4fcreation and "Parks Association (NRPA) is a

private non-profit pUblic ifttekest group created to serve as a

national'advocate for park, recreation and leisure developmen

It was formed in 1965 through the merger of seven organizati

concerned with the various aspects of park development and re-

creation activities. NRPA now has Seen branches, each dealing

with a specifiC membership group. In total, NRPA has a member-

ship of 18,000 citizen and profesionnal members.

The Association has four major program areas:

Public awarieness activities

Professional development programs

National library on park ana recreation interests

Resea1h.

In addition, NRPA-Zarries out its advocacy abtivities through

lobbying and monitoring relevant legislative, budgetary and

regulatory develOOments. NRPA .also responds to requests for

technical assistance which reportedly number about 100 per week.

With regard to exercise and sports, NRPA has not developed a

formal policy. However, in the design and promulgation of .its

programs, the Association has worked on the basis of two

ciples:

The focus of park and recreation programming should be
leisure which encompasges range of opportunities that
include., but extend well beyond, sports and vigorous
physical,eiercise.

The promotion of sports and exercise should be done in a
way that de-emphasizes performance and competition.

Both,of these notions are part of an overall promotion of

leisure as a means to physical, mental and social well-being. it

is NRPA's belief that promotional efforts will be most effective
1'
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in influencing a large audience if they present the widest p_s-

sible range of activities whereas promotion of strenuous exercise

may have considerably less influence on a far smaller audience.

NRPA's -current attempt to put this philsophy into action is the

public awareness programlife: Be In It. This program has

alreadyNmet with great success in Australia when it was imple-

mented there by the Austialian government. NRPA has purchased

Life: Be In It materialsi has pilot:tested it in 22 cities, and

is moving to implement the program' on a nationwide basis. It in-

cludes broadcast and print media advertising, followed by the

sponsorship of various activities by local park and recreation

agencies. Implementation is phased, beginning-41th 'Get Moving*,

a general rpromotion of activity. The legal implementors then .

coed 12pf *Where Your' re At", which brings promotional efforts and

speciil events to places with large numbers of people (parks or

shopping centers). Finally, *Learn To" offers people opportuni-

ties to acquire new leisure skills.

The goal ,of the program is- to increaseparticipation in lei-

sure activities through the mobilization of community resour-

ces. Park and recreation agencies are seen as an existing

national system which can attain the necessary visibility and

provide the follow through required to effect behavioral(change

in large segmeats of the population. The program is receiving

financial support ficm private industry. There is no government

funding or involvement other than implementation by the Depart-

ment of Defense on military bases and, by the Tennessee Valley

Authority in areas under its purview. The President's Council on

Physical Fitness and Sports reportedly opted against adoption of

the program when it was first introduced in 1978 by representer

tives'of the Australian State of Victoria.

It is important to note that NRPA also has supported,promo-

tional and resource mobilization efforts relating more to tradi-.

tional and more narrowly focused physical activites. The Asso-

ciation has joined with the president's Council and the Wational .

Jogging Association in a coalition to get parks and recreation
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agencies more involved in promoting and providing fitness oppor-
tUnities. NAPA also has co-isponsored various youth sports pro-
grams that receive fund4n frau private programs
include Pitch, Hit and Rug; the Rershey's Track Field Youth
program; and Target Tennis. NRP+'s primary inrrvestentin some
of these programs has taken the form of soliciting the. coopers?-

,tion of member orgartizations whose 'resources area used in imple-.
meriting the programs. The .view waA eipressetk -however, that
caution is advisable in backilig many ,of these programs because of
their emphasis on grametitiot, as opposed to siiple participation
and enjoyment.

'In summary, NRPA is a credible national organization posses-
sing the expertise to substantially affect the planning of rOcre-
ation programs through recommendations and technical assistance,
including the amount and type of emphasis given to .fitness. Bev-
eral of NRPA's activities and stated positions indicate a policy
which stresses a holistic concept of leisure and well being under
which exercise and strenuous sports are subsumed. One instrument
for furthering this concept is the National Tasfk Force on Total
Fitness and Recreation. Organized in March of 1980, -the body
includes NRPA, the President's Council, and therNational Associa-
tion of Governor's Councils on Physical Fitness and Sports.
While on of- NAPA and these other organiiations are not
wholly congruent, there is ample roan for cooperation. For
example, it appears that the President's Council is 'trying to'
influence park and recreation programs toward actively serving as
a physical fitness promotion and delivery system. NRPA at the
same time is promulgating its views on the 'wisdom of the broader
concept of leisure mentioned above. .

Currently, the NM engages in substantial efforts to dis-
seudnate information to park and recreation agencies through:



Annual national and regional conferences

A library and information center located in the national
office

A clearinghouse for information requests from local park
and recreation departments.

:Information available to members includes policy documents,bibe

liogiaphies; abstracts of NRPA's journals (i.e., Therapeutic and

Recreation Journal and the' Journal of Leisure Research), educa-

tional curriculum packets, management ar'.ds, and employment assis-

tance bookleii. Each of the above are mailed Sp requesting

parties for nominal,fees. Other, smaller information pamphlets

may be obtained free of charge (e.g., organiiational information,

catalogues of publications).

NPRA also is engaged irperson power-development efforts

through:

Accreditation of educational curricula relating to park
and recreation planning and administration

A student intern program

A continuing education program which includes maintenance
management, park planning and maintenance, executive de-
velopment, arts management, revenue resources management,
parks and'recreation safety, computer workshops, and in-
novatiire programming

Certification of professionals.

Research activites have been diverse covering such topics as

the development of a leisure education curriculum for school

grades kindergarten through 12, an energy management conservation

system for iarks,,an evaluation of policy research in the field

of, municipal recreation and parks, and current and projected

operating expenditures of park and recreation agencies. NRPA's

research and development activities receive both grant and con

tract type funding from a variety of sources, including private

endowment, the National Science Foundation, Federal agencies such

as the Department of Interior ancrthe Consumer Product SaLety
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Commission. The Association also publishes thyournal of

Leisurejesearch in which NPRA'a and independeni research find-

ing6 are features.

0

TEE AMERICAN ASSOCATION CEP FITNESS DIRECTORS IN' BUSINESS AND

INDUSTRY

This organization is _a.private, non-profit corporation es-

tablished in 1977 b3
_
support and assist in the development of

phyci fitness programs In business and industry. The American

Associ ti of Fitness Directors in Business and Industry

(AAFDBI) Vas established as a result of the cooperative relation-r

ship between those in the private sector who were in the fore-

front of the growinginterest in employee fitness and the Presi-

that's Council on Physical Fitnesi an Sports (PCPFS)., As em-.

ployee fitness programs became more popular, the Council through

its staff provided leadership and technical assistance to parties

intrested in designing and implementing programs of their own.

The growth of they movement was such that it became appropriate" to

establish on entity which would formalize the ,efforts being made

and provide a structure for further promotion, research, and

development. The Veficial parposes of the Association taken from

its constitution are lfsted below:
;

0'

To provide an educational Organization to support and as-
sist in the development of physical fitness programs in
business and industry

To create ad increased awareness of the importance for
developing and maintaining a high level of physical,
emotional, and mental health among employees

To cooperate in national programs of physical fitness and
sports with the president's Councilwon Physical Fitness
and Sports and other groups with similar purposes and
objectives

To encourage and provide support for in service training
activities and programs of continuing education for phys-
ical fitness personnel associated with physical fitness
activities, in business and industry
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To stimulate active research and to compile and dissemi-
nate'ressarch information regarding the effects of physi-
cal fitness programs

To provide leadership in physical fitness and health for
the profession

To serve as a clearinghouse for `information and services
pertaining to physical fitness programs

To develop operations, administration, and eftcational
material for physical fitness programs in the business
and industry.

AAFDBIris governed by an Executive Board of elected officers

and the Director of Program Development of the PCPPS. The or-

ganization's funds are derived from collection of annual member-

ship dues. To help carry out the organiiation's objectives,

there are eiz standing committees:- tontinuing-Edlleation Publi-

cations, Finance, Membership, Awards and Recognition, and Re-

search. Other committees may be established on an ad hoc basis.

The organizational structure extends to the designation of

regional representatives who serve as sources of information and

'assistance for companies in various geographic regions.

The membership of the Assocation has increased dramatically.

Figures for May, 1980 show almost 1,500 members representing

hundreds of companies. The figure includes more than 300 student

members.

Information is dissemiated by AAFDBI to its members through

its quarterly newsletter which announces Association activities,

new researcti findings, relevant Federal policies and programs,

and descriptions of innovative employee fitness prograis. AAFDBI

also sponsors an annual conference at which research papers are

presented and workshops are given on various fitness related top-

ics.

In the area of person power development and leadership

training, AAPDBI maintains a dob Opportunity Center to which

companies may refer in seeking qualified fitness specialists. It

also maintains an internship clearinghouse to assist qualified
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student intern candidates and workplace institutions that wish to

provide field experience to locate each other.

AAPDBI has also attempted to monitor tpe status and- develop-

meat of employee fitness programs.. in late34979. it conducted a

survey of the membership which covered topics such as type -of

progrim componehts, facilities, staffing patterns, entry require-

ments, medical supervision, and measurement of program effects.

Health objectiies for the nation for 1990 call for increased

private sector involvement, particularly with regard to the im-

plementation of health promotion and preventive heUth activities

at wceksites. Therefore, AAPDSI is participating in the physical

fitness and exercise ccomittee chaired by ODPHP and the PCPPS.

In summary, AMOS! appears to be one of the most enduring

and links with the private sector that has been forged by

the Federal government in the area of health promotion/fitness.

The organization, thus,rstands out as a likely vehicle for

effecting national policy as outlined in objectives for the

nation.

THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)

represents American colleges and universities on athletic matters

at the national, level. Through the NCAA, the 860 institutions,

conferences and organizations which comprise its membership.con-

aider any athletic problem which has crossed the regional or con-

ference lines to became a national issue. The NCAA also serves

as the national sports accrediting agency for colleges and

universities.

so

Organizationally, the responsibility for establishing and

directing the general policy of the Association is an 18 member

council which is elected at each annual convention. The Council,

in turn, elects an Executive Committee of 10 to transact business

and administer the events of the Absociation. In addition, the

1
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Associnion ha a set of committees which develop issue papers,

reports and r endations thrOugh the Council or the Executive

Committee for presentation at the annual Convention. These
committees a ress relevant concerns both general and specific in

nature ie.g rule-making, tournament responsibilities) and

represent major interests of the NCAA. One of the committees

of interes to ihe promotion of 'physical fitness and exercise is

the Spor Medicine Committee. It is responsible for ,reporting

to the N membership about advances in sports medicine. This

cammitt s activities hive, to date, focused on designing and

promulg ting-via position statements-acceptable safety standards

for e ipment used in college athletics and training programs,

and sible means of preventing or remediating maladies that may
be e ;lanced by college athletes.

In addition, the NCAA is co-sponsoring the National Youth

Sp rts 'Program with' the Community Services Administration. This

p ogres provides an opportunity for economically disadvantaged

oahs to benefit from sport skills instruction, engage in sports

competition, and improve their physical fitness. In addition,

each participant must rzceive a minimum of three hours per week

of enrichment activities which include drug/alcohol abuse

education and instruction on job responsibilities. The NCAA is

responsible for administering the program which is implemented' in

135 colleges and universities. A full'description of this

program and the NCAA's successful Congressional lobbying effort

to save it are presented in more detail in the activity summary

of the Community Services Administration.
F

The primary means by which the 144A promotes sports and fit-

ness is by its andorsement of college competitions (e.g., the

NCAA Basketball Tournament). Though there is no bard data on the

impact of such events on participation in. sports and exercise, it

is clear that the promotion and actual presentation of these

events provide several possible motivations to an audience to

engage in similar sporting events, develop their fitness skills,

and become more physically fit. -Perhaps most important in the
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adoption of positive attitudes about sports, Which in turn

heightens the probability that one will intend to engage in such

activities as well as actually engaging in them, is the identi-

fication value, positivekrole-modeling, or observational learning

role played by the sports figures themselves. For most of us,

there is a college sports figure 'or star that we want to emulate,

when we'participite in sports. The better we get, the more self-

reinforcing apfticipation becomes until sports activity becomes a

functionally autonomous reinforcer in itself. Though attitude-

behavior theories differ in termino4gies and underlying theo-

retical process, each ,would agree that publicizing events such as

NCAA, AAU or professional sports tourneys should (within limits)

maintain or .heighten the positive attitudes regarding sports

activ_it .T 14.t1,2oug,k., pre41.04 behavisx _on :the. basis of attitudes
is always difficult,' behaviors are more probable in the, presence

of positive attitudes. Bence, the simple endorsement or'

potttayal of safely administered and exciting sporting events may

be the singularly most important activity available in the pro-

motion of sports.

THE AMERIOUR ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH, REIT ICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION

AND DANCE

The American Alliance for Health Physical Education, Recrea-
tion and Dance (AAHVERD) began in 1885 as the American Alliance
for Health, and its or impetus was to provide aollege level

physical fitness associations with capabilities for lobbying and

access funds to improve their fitness programs. In 1975, the

allianceiexpanded its interests to seven areas by including

. safety education, physical education, sports, women, in sports,

dance, and recreation to their concerns. AAHPERD's present mem-

'bership includes more than 40,0000teachers, administrators,

researchers, coaches and students who have banded together in

/this not-for-profit association to accomplish the following

objectives:
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Providing nembers.ipith opportunities and materials 'for
professional growth and keeping them current on the
latest issues, trends, technologies and legislative
developments

Improving professional standards and performance

Supporting and disseminating outstanding research

Speaking with a stronger, unified voice on common issues

Increasing public understanding of the contributions to
American life made by the professions.

In addition to its continuing advocacp role, AASPERD's

activities also include administering the mandates of the Presi-

dent's Council on Physical Fitness and Sparta (p.capre,),_,AutpERD
has been involved with the Council since its inception in the

1950s and developed the first norms and testing materials for the

Council's Presidential Physical Fitness Testing and Awards pro-

gram.

The Alliance is comprised of seven health-oriented associ

atibns (National Association of Sports and Physical Education;

National Association for Girls and Waken in Sports; American

Association for Leisure and Recreation; Association for Research,

Administration and Professional Councils and Societies; Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Health Education; National Dance -0.,.41,

Association; and the American School and Community aSaf Assa-

ciation. AARPERD hdAs produced more than 400 professional publi-

cations and audiovisual material! (many of which are in the

physical fitness area) and journals --the Journal of Physical*

Education, Recreation and Dance, Health Education, and Research

Quarterly of Exercise and Sport, and a monthly newsletter

entitled Update, which informs members on legislative and associ-

ation happenings. These publications ands/lournals are geared to

school organizations.

\Prcmotional activities constitute 70 percent of the expen

ditures in AANPERD's annual budget. These activities include

developing physical fitness programs for the handicapped, mental-

ly retarded and senior citizens; administering the President's
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00=44 fitness tests; sponsoring conferences and workshops at

the national, state and local levels; and providing technical

assistance to state departments of education and to Alliance

members on concerns such as curriculum and program management.

The remaining 30 percent pays 'far` staff and administrative
,

charges. Approximately one-half of the Alliance's budget is

derived from membership dues of $50 per memberi' the other half

comes from the sales of its publications, PCPPS manuals, and

PCRES badges.,

AANPEED's Physical Fitness Council recently developed a new

health-related fitness test which they would like to promote in

tandem with the OCPFS's test. It differs from the, Council's test.

in that the Council's test is °sports fitness oriented", while

AASPEED's new test's orientation is "health/physical (i.e., car-

R.Iaysscular) fitness". The Alliance may work Witt a large fast

rood chain to finance the administration of the new test.

AAEPERD actively =ordinates with the U.S. Department of

Education, the Office of Disease Preyention and Health protion,

the National Cehter of Health Education, and private orga za-

tions, among others.

THE UNITED STATES OLYMPIC COMMITTEE

The United States Olympic Canmittee (Oc), which is a member

of the International Olympic Committee, was created in 1921 by a

group of amateur sports leaders, primarily fPcm college associ-

ations, who felt that a central mechanism was needed to or

athletes for the Olympic Games. There are now 37 national one-

sport oriented organizations that are members of the OC, 12

multi-sport associations, and five national handicapped

organizations; each with a representative on the OC's Executive

Hoare' Congress, under Public Law 805 in 1950, gave the OC its

federal charter as a nonprofit organization and its broad mandate

to provide amateur athletes for the International 'Olympic Games.
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The Ccromittee's mission was broadened by P.L. 95 -606 (the

Amateur Sports Act of 1976), whiCh directed the OC to be, among

other things, a central depository of sports medicine literature,

to ,establish a training center and serve .as liaison with.

sports medicine grnups.

It is not mandate or a national goal of the Committee to

promote physical fitness or sports to the.general public. All .

!' their activities are geared toward re-pering and monitoring

athletes for .tae Olympics. Hence their concern is or the elite

athlete, and one of their main activities is giving financial aid

to sports organizations that develop Olympic athletes.

The Olympic Committee currently operates under it.$71.2 mil-

lion budget for the period 1981 -84, up from $55 million .for the

previous period, and. up from $13 Million for 1969-1972. Most of

their funding comes frcm privgte donations and chemical and phar-

maceuti cal manufacturers.

The Committee provides athletes for the OlymptqiNin 37

sports, each of which id goVerned by a natlonalgassociation that

chooses athletes to go to OC's Training Celter where ultimate,

selection takes place. The Training Center has a four-year bud-

get of more than $2 million.

The OC has separated 37 sports concerns into three general

areas of Olympic strength in which the U.S. participates. These

are well- developed sports such as track and field, developing

sports such as ice-hockey, and under-developed areas. The latter

category is amphasiza4 by the OC, and has a higher fiscal alloca-

tion than the other two. More than $15 million will be spent.

from 1961-84 for "under-developed sports", these include luge (a

small sled that goes 85 mph over ice), bobsled, biathalon (cross-

country skiing in combination with rifle shooting), so.lcer,

volleyball, andljeas handball.

It is interesting to note that, although the OC does not

give seed money or provide technical assistance to. states, lo-.

calities or private organizations, they have recently begun de-



veloping a mobile laboratory _program financed by a leading chain

of fast -food restaurants the program will entail visits to

schools and perhaps) office buildings and testing children and-

adults on their general fitness. Implementation of this demo-

nstration program is scheduled to begin soon. Aiother facet of

the program; will provide technical assistance to teachers in

grades 5-7 who are assumed p) have little awareness of the tole

that sports plays in education. Five geographic areas will be

Visited in the next six months, and if successful the prograM may

become national in scope.

The Committee is also developing, as chartered, a spOrts

medicine information and literature retrieval system, financed

from its general funds Then plan to buy existing information to

initiate the system. This system, when functional, will comprise

a relatively comprehensive sports medicine information system and

serve as a valuable resource.

Lastly, much like the NCAA and ':-.Wither sports organizations,

the OC's primary promotion activity occurs when people see the

performance of the sports they sponsor, in this the case the

Olympic Games. Athletic performances during these competitions

help motivate and set standards for many gersons. To the extent

that individuals act on achieving standards ofsaports or athletic

excellence, their fitness status Will be improved.

THE AMERICAN ATHLETIC UNION

The AmIpan Athletic Union (AAU) was established about 90

years ago when it was teat ny the various associations promoting

Olympic athletes that a centralizing organization was needed.

The AAU's activities were severely curtailed, however, by the

Amateur Sports Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-606), when Congress directed

that each Area of Olympic competition be run by separate, as

before, autonomous organizations. Hence, AAU could not par-

ticipate in the Olympics, its membership was drastically cut, and

the organization's goals were changed. At present, AA0's primary
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fu4Otion is to promote the Junior Olympics and to assess school-

age children's fitneic.:, Approximately 60 children's athletic

associations representing. over 2,000 athletes belong to MU.

Although the Union has no specificliandate to promote phys-

ical fitness, in fact, its goals parallel those of the

President's Council, on Physical Fitness and Sports in that it

develops brochures for physical educators that outline exercises

and testator school -age children, and else) give ..'awards for

fitness achievements: The exercises used by- AAU are developed by

their task force of physical fitness experts. This program is

sponsored by a leading food-manufacturing firm.

4,4 The Ahirs'Otherimain function is to provide athletes for and

10 administer the Junior Olympics, which is sponsored by a large

department store chain. PromotiOnal activities are carried out

by the retailer and not by AMY.

Membership Dues ana.industrial sponsorship of programs,

comprise the funding sources of AAU, which they say are not

enough to allow them to give technical assistance or seed money

to organizations_ or localities for fitness or sports programs,

nor to enter into any research projects.

THE YMCA

The YMCA; a worldwite organization, he strengthenrtag phys-

ical and mental health as one of its six major goals. The pro-

mulgation of this and other goals occurs through an organization-

al hierarchy which consists of a national office in Chicago, re-

gional offices; local association units (i.e., YMCA of Metropoli-

tan Washington) and program units (e.g., individual local agen-

cies). Within this structure, the central and regional offices

provide the leadership and assistance necessary to help ensure

that whatever 'program activities the local association and pro-

gram units decide to pursue, they will be able to achieve their

vogram goals in a financially responsible manner - i.e., not

lose money. National and regional centers also make available to
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associations and program units any other technical assistance

required in setting up and implementing program activities.

National and regional organisations are *funded through contri-

bution; (dues) paid by individuallprogiam units. Program units

in turn derive their income firm two sources - individual member-

ship fees and program entrance fees. The charges levied from

each of these revenue sources vary from location to location and

from one, program unit to apoiherp.they are set at levels that

"the market will bear.'

Although the National OrganizatiOn dces, as per its charter,

seek, to promote health in persons' minds and bodiei actual policy

derives at the local association level:. It- is of course consis-

tent with the Y's-charter which is extremely broad. The associa-

tion and program units, responding to the needs and interests of

their respective communities, develop goals and specific opera-

tions which arepanagesble. from an implementation perspective.

In response to the growing Awareness of the American, public

of the physical and mental benefits of fitness and exercise, and

consistent with the YMCA's organizational, goals, health prothotion

activities which include physical fitness and health education

have become a major 'focus of many local YMCA progXAm units. In

order to fully understand the nature of the attention that health

ptamotion activity hab received at the local level, it would be

necessary to have information about many of the YMCA's. However,

for the purpose of this study, the National Capital Service

Center, part of the YMCA of Metropolitan Washington was selected

for investigation.

The National Capital Service Center is-a major nonprofit

service unit that has served the area since 1852. The organiza-

tion, recently relocated in a new facility, is situated in the

downtown area and caters to an adult membership. The center has

structured a program which ties in with the national goals.

While physical fitness and exercise constitute a major portion of

the program, many other activities are provided which help

transmit the Y's national -goals (e.g., self-defense, cardio-

pulmonary resuscitation trainipg).
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The National Capital Center's promotion program is based on

the concept of °Wellness°, and the pursuit of a healthier life-

style. Programmed activities which focus on physical *fitness and

exercise include aerobic action, as well as other C7 fitness

programs, pre- and post-natal, fitness, stress management, and

programs for senior citizens. Unprogrammed leisure and recrea-

tionalsactivittes such as racquetball, basketbill and squadh are

also available to members. The benefits of physical activity, are

frequently highlighted in presentations, 'made by a speakers bureau

which agnate experts to speak on issues such as employee health

and fitness, wellness, stress management, health, and nutrition '`'

and exercise. General health promotion material and program-

specific information is made available.

The success of the physical fitness and health education

program can be measured properly for those participating in a

structured program or for those engaging in i prescribed regimen

on the Y's Way to Physical Fitness', a fitness instrument de-

veloped by the Y. Flexibility, strenth, cardiovascular fitness

and a skinfoid measurement are all components of theiqatiooal

Capital Center's pre and post assessments of its participants.*

In addition, the National Capital Center and many other program

units administer evaluative questionnaires to their membership.

Results from these assessments are used as feedback to improve

the programs offered qr,to initiate new programs requested by

members.

Although local Ys are the primary points o policy develop-

ment and service delivery, the National Y' is active in providing

capacity building assistance either alone or in concert with pub-

lic and/or private sector backing.

The national organization can mobilize any or all of the Y's

resourdes to meet the technical assistance demands of clients.

This is an accepted YMCA protocol.
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Their expertise makes them a desirable resource to tap when

Needed and their often multiple locations in many Cities of the

country'make.tirm a potentially detTrable delivery mechanism or

point-of interface for large initiatives.

Recently the T entered into an agreement with IBM to develop

training modules for trainers/administrators of employee fitness

programs. This project is presently in a dmmonstration phase at

six centers., In addition to designing these modules, the X will'

probably make its facilities'aVailable to IBM sites for adminis-

tration of the comprehenSive employee fitness ptogram. Of

coursethis is not part of the agreement to develop materials

, and local IBM affiliates will be able to decide upon an appropri-

ate location for their employee fitness program. Note that

offering the use of facilities to sponsor physical fitness and

physical education is congruent with the Vs primary national

goal.

The National Y is attempting togrdevelop a comprehensive

health education capability. In concert with theAnierican Red

Cross and ODPEP, the Y is developing training packages in several

areas including: stress management, pre-natal care, smoking

cessation, cardiac rehabilitation nutrition, exercise for elders,

etc. tt is envisioned that these training materials will be used

to train trainers ,!ho in turn will implement need-specific pro-

grams at a myriad of locations.

The Y has also worked closely with .members of the Center for

Disease Control. Committee work in which the I was involved has

recently sponsored Breslow's work on validating and developiag

further Sealthlaazard Appraisal materials.

THE NkTIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

The National Association for Rumen Develop& it is a non-

profit social service organization dedicated to help people

achieve their full potential through maximum participation in the

diverse and potentially enriching activities of-American socier
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ty. Within this broad objective organizational efforts have been

targeted-t0 affect the population of olderAmericans especially

in the area of prceoting physical fitness and exercise. The

Association, conceived by a group of professionals attuned to the

specific needs of the elderly, was developed to complement the

existing network of services made available to them. The NASD

serves as an advocate and catalyst for the promotion of services

aimed_ t0 improve the well - being* the elderly. The ability of

the elderly to maintain themselves indeplindently, in their.own

hazes, is a major concern addressed by iiile Association.

I
Research-has demonstrated that exercises used to enhance

fleaxibility in alder people had significant impact on the per-

formance of the activities 'of daily hiving. This evidence meshed

perfectly with the association's goal of promoiing self-help

among the elderly. This research se ved as impetus for NASD

launching a promotional campaign to funding and then

implement.a demonstration,project t#rgeted to geriatric service

providers,:which would both help tc identify the exercises that

would be most beneficial and to delrise instiVatiOn.guidelinerJ for

effectively .transmitting tilts infaimation to the elderly popu-

lation. I

The Association initially approached the PCPES,'whose em-

phases on vigoroim activity ;and cardiovascular fitness was not

adaptable to the elderly popula4arzeleowever, the PCpFS was

willing and eventually did participate in the design and dissemi-

nation of exercise materiels,.

The Administration on Aging, whose mandate is similar to

WARD's arrinizationargoal of proviRg.the quality of life for

older Americans, agreed to tunciand cOlsponsor the demonstration

project in four states. After; completion of the program and its

yield of positive results, the' WARD expanded its Active People

Over SO program which is now iiraplemented nationwide. The basic

program continues to serve as a reference point and catalyst, and

is further elaborated upon within the existing framework of

social services delivery to the elderly. Program implementation

contracts have been forged with city governments nationwide "'as
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well as with AAA's and State Agencies on Aging which allow NAND

to train their oar -sine staff employing the principles and guide-

lines derived from the Active People Over 60 demonstration pro;.'

ject. This staff in turn, trains social service providers' as

well as. older clients in how to perform the exercises and how to

teach the exercises in manner which is designed to motivate the

alder persons.

NASD also sponsors electronic media and print promotional

Opaignsfactkvities which underline the importance of activity

and exercise in the context of the Active People Over 60 Pio-

gram. The written materials are available for a nominal fee and

have been well received by the public. In addition, NASD pub- .

lishes a news digest which is aimed atkeeping professionals

updated on new developments in the field of eiercisedior the

elderly. M

Presentli, the NASD operates on contributions from two

Foundations and funds made available by local communities for the

conduct of their program. interagency cooperation, after the

completion of the AO demonstration' has diminished. Allhfbugh the

NAND did have cntact with PCPPS with the thought of a cooperative

venture in mind, and althodgh the PCPFS participated in a limited

way in the development-and dissemination of exercise materials in

the Active People Over 60 program, their divergent conceptuali-

ration of promoting physical fitness has precluded extensive co-

operation interaction with regard to activities or policy devel-

opment. The NASD is disconcerted with the. lack of initiative the

Federal government has taken toward promoting physical fitness

among the elderly and says that they plan to take a move active

stance, in pursuit of this goal in the near future.

AMERICAN SCHOOL HEALTH ASSOCIATION fit

The,American School Health Association (ASRA) was begun in

New York Stite by physicians who were concerned about the health

of school children. Their mandate, to promote the improvement of

health and fitness of children from kJ Irgart,n through 12th
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grade, has remained consistent since it inception. The organi-

xation's membership now includes health educators and school

nurses as well as physicians. Their membership dues and the sale

of publications constitute the majority of its annual operating

budget. Individual membership is $30/year; institutions are

changed $25/year.

AMA is currently operating under a $350, 000 annual budget,

and anticipates requiring an increase in membership fees to cover

the increases projected for the 1992 budget. ASSA does not

expect membership, which stands now at 5.000.individual members

and 3,100 institutions to diminish in the coming years.

ASEA promotes health 40 physical fitness thiough its may,

publications and the publication and sale of its Journal ($3 per

issue to non-members, free to members). AMA's publications,are

developed for professionals who are responsible for the 'health of

school-age children, and include such titles as eA Pocketguide to

Health and Health Problems in School Physical Activities", and

°MeaIth Instruction: .Suggestions for Teachers°. The costs of

publications range from $1 to $5. Government funds are sometimes

used to finance costlier publications.

AMA's Research Ccmncil, comprised of investigators in the

field of child health and fitness, reviews.research-activitie4

and each year a special issue of the'Journal'is devoted to-

documenting quality research activities and findings. Membership

in the Council is open to all ANSA members who are involved with

promoting research in school healthi The pUrpose of the Council

is to promote and stimulate research. The Council, however, does

not financially support research.

The Association participates actively in coordinative and

cooperative activities. it is presently entering into"A co-

operative venture with-the Center for Disease Control to finance'

the third edition of ARSA's School Health in America, which is a

"state of the art"' document that contains a survey of health

educators in the 50 states.. ASRA is working with the AMA to put

the-document, which is updated every 2-3 years, on their central
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computer. Also, ASEA participates in an information-sharing
relationship with many private. and public organizations, in- .
eluding the Education Casmission'of the States which is
acinprised of the governors or their representatives from each
state - the American Cancer Society, the American Dental. Society,
Easter Seals, and the Office of Disease Prevention and Health.
PrOmotion.

-TEE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

The American Association (AM), has no mandate or national
priority to provide information to the ,general public on physical
fitnese and health.. However, it is'a priority to provide physi-
cians with information in such areas as: what constitutes a
physically fit person; bow to assess fitness levels; and general
exercipe regimens designed to enhante fitness.

In the mid-1960s, the AI formed a Committee on Exercise and
PI ;laical Fitness comprised of medical ,doctors= they have been
active in issuing guidelines on physical fitness, in publishing
articles and pamphlets, and in holding symposia on .exercise in
relation to heart functions. The Crimmittee was formed and its
functions determined in response to growing public interest in
exercise, AMR's perception that all physicians should know more
about fitness than they probably already' knew, and that AM was
ideally located to promote and dikieMinate peaphlets on general,
health and exercise. An example of information made 'available by
the Committee f.s the AMA's "Guide to Prescribing Exeicise Pro-
grams" w....0. gives doctors criteria for evaluating exericse needs
and tee ing prowl em patients to determine their appropriate level
of par cipation in an exercise program, It also includes basic
exericse inciples. The amount of money allocated for such
promotional activities could not be determined.

One of the Committee's main functions is to periodicilly
review and update the pamphlets. In this view, the Committee. has
just initiated a program on fitness in the workplace, which is a
continuing education project for doctors to update their informir.
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tion regarding physical, fitness and exercise. Several workshops

have been held on this topic'and mortice planned for later this

year.

The A) coordinates with many wollknow4.oxercise and fit-

ness organizaitons such as the President's Council on Physical

Fitness and Sports, the YWCA and YMCA, the American Heart AOND

sociation, the American College of Sports Medicine, and the

American Alliance Health, Physical Education, Recreation and

Dance. Liaison usually Consists of answering inquiries'from the

'organizations and providing medical expertise. Th*AAR has pre-
pared a reading list of exercise and fitness articles, pamphlets,

and books that is provided to organizations and individuals free

of charge.

Major changes in their budget are not expected in the near

future; the Committee's priorities are%expected to remain in-

tact. The APA Plans to'oontinue worksheips and symposia in an

effort to keep ;physicians up to date on the state of the art of

fitnesb and exercise. Additionally, the AAA has initiated

construction of acprehensive library related to sports medi-

cine. Once completed, this library will be made accessible to

medical and sports professionals as well as the interested

public.



APPFNDIX E

FITNESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES SPONSORED
SY THE STATES
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CALIFORNIA

In the State of California two state institutionsthe

State Department of Health "services and the Governor's

Council on Wellness and Physical Fitnesshave-active, programs

to promote physical fitness among California residents.

Promotion of physical fitnessihas primarily been a state
I

initiative although linkages with federal pollicy are observed.

The state's promotional activities are funded =by state

and federal monies. A large, promotional effort on. the

part of the State Department of Health Servicls has been

funded by the Center for Disease Control's (CDC) Health

Education, Risk Reduction Grant Program. This is a national

pibgn carrying specific policy requirements. As a condition

for receipt of a grant from CDC, a state is required to

provide, maintain or conduct the following activities:

Working relationships with local organizations
promoting physical fitness and health

Statewide inventory of all phylical fitness/health
promotion programs

.3

Epidemiological survey of risk factors

Surveillance system ,of '`morbidity and mortality

Technical assistance to community organizationF
undertaking fitness promotion.

Within the State of California the Governor's Council

on Wellness and Physical Fitness provides a focal point

for all state programs promoting wellness, physical fitness

and exercise. The Council, established by executive order

in May 1980, is comprised of an executive director working

full-time on council activities and 24 professionali (e.g.,

physicians, nutritionists, athletes) serving on a volunteer

basis. The Council receives funding from several state
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agencies involved in promoting physical fitness (i.e.,

Depariments of Health Services, Education, Employee Develop-

ment and the Office of Statewide Planning), as .well as from-

the Federal government (i.e., CDC) . Just recently the council

received $400,000 from the State Department of Health Services-

to design, implement and, evaluate two model fitness programs

as part of a worksite health promotiOn effort. One pilot

program 4ill be designed for a private corporation, while the

other will be for an institution of'the state governmeht.

The Council was established ton
0

Promote wellness as an achieVable goal for everyone,
;recognizing the disadvantaged as well as the
privileged; th handicapped and disabl,ed; both women
and menyand all a4es races, and income groups.

Develop and coordinate state and local' activities
involving the wellness of all Californians, including
workihops, clinics, confirences, and other similar
activities.' .

,
Amidst schools in the ,development of innovative and
effective wellness programs for students.

Encourage local governments and communities to develop
.wellness programs.

Enlist the support of individuals, civic grOups, sports
associations', and other organizations to promote and
improve wellness and its various compcnefts.

Assist business, industry, and labor organizations in
providing classes on wellness to improve employee '

health and reduce the costs resulting from,physical
inactivity.

Stimulate research in the areas of wellness and health
planning:

Give recognition to outstanding developments and
achievements in, and contributions to, wellness.

Collect and disseminaie-Wellness information, and
initiate advertising campaigns promoting wellness.
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The Governor's Council has been very effective in promoting

physics.: fitness. Al media campaign is underway using public

service announcements prepared by Tai Habalonia and Randy

Gardner, five-time U.S. pair ice skating champions and

members of the council. Almost 400 runners turned'out in

Nay, 1981 for Spring into Wilinessa four mile run'through

the scenic capital area of Sacramento sponsored by the

Council and a local private track club. Currently the

Council is bsiping to establish the California State Employeed

team which will participate in the 1981 Corporate Cup Relays

and Road Races. The Corporate Cup is a series of team

running events leading to a National Championship competition.

In its two yeari of,existence, the Council has endorsee

many existing health' promotion programs such as "Jump Aope

for Heart" sPonsoid by the California Association for Health,

Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance (CABPERD). "Jump

Rope for Heart" is partof a nationwide program of cardio-

vasculgr health involving student competitions. These events

raise funds to support the American Heart Association's

research and education programs.

Finally, in order to remain informed of the efforts and

to enhance the effectivedess of the many government agencies

promoting health, the Council has invited all state, agencies .

to for an intergovernmental coalition. Thirty-four state

agencies sent representatives to the coalition's first

ad hoc meeting.

In addition to the activities of the Governor's Council,

the State Department of Health Services using the CDC money

and some additional state monies is currently funding 23

health related community projects, 13 of, which are targeted

for special populationd. These projects include smoking

cessation, stress management, .employee fitness and nutrition

education programs.
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Community projects have been established in the following

manner: The State Department of Health Services issues RFPs to

design, implement and sometimes evaluate projects which as

concordant 'with the Federal stipulations in the State's CDC

contact.; Thus the state determines the types.of projects

to be funded and.,Fommunity groups respond with their proposals

on how to conduct the projects. The state awards funds to

the most worthy propOsals. in addition'to the-23 community

projects, the State Department of Health Services sponsors

10 training centers where, community groups receive technical

assistance in establishing health risk appraisal programs,

nutrition program planning and health promotion program

evaluation.

Although the Governor's Council on Wellness and Physical

Fitness and the State Department of Health, Services are the

primary promotors of fitness in California, it should be noted

that almost ten years ago the California State Department of

Education recognized the need to adopt as part of it's

curriculum requirement for its senior high school students

the inclusion of programs which "aid the student in demonstrating

knowledge of the relation of exercise and nutrition to a feeling

of well - beings demonstrating knowledge of the need for adult

fitnesh; and developing individual'exercise program to fit

individual requirements".1 Again while the initiative for this

policy arosA at the state level,'federal linkages through

funding and national programs such as those.promoted by

the President's Council on Physical Fitness an Sports are

maintained.

1 .Physical Education Framework, California State Department
of Education, 1973; in Exercise and Health, Thomas et. al.,
1981, pg. 181.
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GEORGIA

Several organizations in the State of Georgia have

recently, adopted as a priority the prOmotion of physical

fitness as an integral part of their general health promotion
efforts. Involved agencies include: the Division of Public

Health and the newly created Commission on Phypical Fitness,

both within the State Department of Human ResOurces; the

State Hearth Planning and Development Agency (SHPDA); and the
Medical Associatioiof Georgia. In addition to recent efforts

by these agencies, the State Department of Education's

Division of Physical Education has been actively promoting

physical fitness among Georgia student population (Gradei K-12)

since the .early sixties. As in the case in California and Ohio,

the promotion of physical fitness within the state appears to

have been initiated primarily by the participatingestate level

agenciii themselves with little guidance or reference to

federal agencies or policy. In one instance, the State

Division of Public Health does participate in a program

initiated and funded by .the Federal government. The State

Division of Public Health coordinates Georgia's participation

- in the Center for Disease Control's (CDC) Health Education,

Risk Reduction Grant Program. Adherence to five policy

requirements,, stipulated by CDC (see page E-2 for retails), is
a condition for 1.articipation in this federally fv ded program.

Turning to initia*ives arising at the state level, it is

interesting to note that the Medical'Association of Georgia --

a private organization representingeGeorgian medical

professionals--has recently established a committee to encourage

Georgians to adopt healthier lifestyles. Their newly elected

President provided the impetus for the committee through his

personal interest in health risk reduction which results

from an improved liffistyle. Still establishing itself,

the committee has not met formally but plans to endorse and
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promote physical fitness, exercise events and health hazard
assessment efforts.

Although, the SHPDA, a state agency established by federal

mandate in 1975 to provide effective health resources planning,

is concerned primarily with the financing and delivery of
health care and training, it has included ap emphasis

on encouraging cardiovascular fitness in its 1981 State Health

Plan. 'The inclusiOn of cardiovascular fitneis

in this year's State Plan was initiated by SHPDA in their'

state guidelines for local bealth systems agencies Mks).
During a series of public meetings concerning the preliminary

state plan,4the State Department of Education endorsed this

emphasis and supported the need to institute activities
designed to promote cardiovascular fitness. In this vein,

the State Department of Education is cooperating with SHPDA

to promote cardiovascular fitness in the elementary and
secondary schools. As part of this effort, cardiovascular

assessment components will be included as part of the fitness

testing programs already required in the Georgia public .)

schools.

The State Division of Public Health is currently developing

a program to promote physical fitness and exercise as it

relates to stress reduction. This program effort will be

directed at the student population in both elementary and
secondary schools. Stress reduction is a new component in

the already established alcohol, drug and smoking health

education program funded under CDC's Risk .Reduction Grant
Program. The Division of Public Health also promotes. physical

-fitness and exercise thVough, their information dissemination
and endorsement activities. This past year they endorsed

"Walk for Life "
)
an event sponsored by B/ue Cross/Blue Shield

to raise money for the Georgia Heart Association, and "The
Peachtree Road Race ",,a 1,000 meter run sponsored by a local
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track club. In addition to endorsing the Road Race, the Division

of' Public Health conducted a sample survey of the 24000
Road Race participants in order to ascertain their motivation

for participating in the race.i-They anticipate :that results

of the survey will. aid them and other state organizations in

further promoting fitness events in the state.

The final organization involved in promoting fitness in

Georgia is the. Georgia Commission on Physical Fitness.: This

Commission which replaces the Georgia Governor's Council on

Physical Fitness was established within the Department of

Human Resources by the state legislature three years ago.

It differs fiam the Governor's Council in two respects. .

One, the role of the Commissionhas been broadened to:include

the promotion of nutrition. Three nutritionists have been

appointed to the COmmissien. Secondly, the Commission is

less powerful than the Governor's Council in that the Commission

receives no state funding even though they have applied

during each of the last three years for funding from the state

legislature and the Governor's Office. Although financially
unsupported, the Georgia Commission on Physical Fitness endorses

and promotes all physical fitness programs brought to their

attention and deemed worthy. Last year the Commission helped

the National Jogging Association promote "National Jogging

Meek" and helped the Department of Education promote the

Presidential Physical Fitness Testing and Awards Program for

elementary and secondary school children. The Commission

presented special awards of recognition for two very successful

fitness programs--a senior citizen walk for fitness sponsored

by the State Department of Education with funds frOm the CDC

Risk Reduction Program and an employee fitness program operated

bythe Atlanta City School Administrative Center. In additior.

to its endorsement activities, the Commission held a statewide

Fitness and Nutrition Conference last The Commission

f
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gathered fitness professionals (e.g., coronary, nutrition, .

orthopedic specialists) to conduct workshops at theione day

conference. People throughout the state were invited to

participate. While providing an information dissemination

benefit for participants, th:e Confers:Ice generated seven

hundred dollarsinough to cover supplies the Cammisiion

needs to further promote fitness events.
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The primary thsitt of fitness promotion in the State of

Ohio is implemented/as one part of the health educatioli

system. In turn; the efforts to promote health education in

'the State of Ohio are coordinated by the State Planning

Cdemittee for Health Education in Ohio (SPCHEO) . The Committee

has been promoting local and state health education including

physiFal fitness and exercise programs since its organization

in 19430. The organization grew out of a three-year School-

Community Health Project financed by the Kellogg Foundation

which ,pointed to a need for more joint planning between

scbonls, community and state agencies and the coordination

of their personnel and resources.'' The SPCHEO is composed

of representatives from official state agencies including

the State Departments of Education, Health and Mental Health;

professional health organizations such as the Ohio 'Heart

Association and The Ohio. Association for Health, Physical

Education and Recreation and Dance (OAOM); and several

teacher education institutions including Miami, Kent State,

Ohio, and Ohio State Universities. In total 31 state groups

are represented by 'the Committee. Member agencies are asked

to make annual financial and in-kind contributions to support

the SPCHEO. The purpose orthe SPCHEO is to promote the

development of high quality and effective community and

comprehensive school health programs. In their prtmotion

of physical fitness and exercise, members of the Committee

have provided and cooperatively developed numerous promotional

materials including films and brochures for students and adult

groups. The Committee sponsors the Annual Conference on

Physicians and Schbols designed to instruct interested school

and community groups in methods of evaluating their health

programs.

7
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As part of this effort the Committee has prepared "A Self

Appraisal Checklist for School Health Programs" which includes a

component on physical activity, recreation and relaxation.

Appropriate grade level instruction and activities are

prescribed.

In addition to the Committee's efforts to promote

physical fitness and exercise, the State Departments of Health

and of Education and OAHPERD are engaged in other promotional

programs. Since 1978 OARPERD has been working with health

iprofessionals in the state to develop adaptive physical

education curriculum materials. Thus far they have publi#hed

two guidelines for adaptive physical educators. The Ohio

Department of Health is operating the Ohio Health Education-
.

lk Risk Reduction Program with funding from CDC and the state.

Their budget Of over $225,000 is used to fund 13 regional-

area, projects involving,15 county school districts and

168 local health departments. The Ohio Health Education

Rink Reduction Program focuses upon initiating, streIngthening,

delivering and evaluating health education-risk reduction

activities to decrease selected destructive lifestyle behaviors

such as smoking, alcohol abuse, poor nutrition and overeating,'

lack of exercise, and lack of knowledge to deal with stress.

The Ohio Department of Education's Division of Elementary

and Secondary Educaton is charged with reviewing the curriculum

content of all subjects of instruction taught in the Ohio 'public

schools. In the past five years the Division has-broadened its

concept of physical education from athletics to include physical

fitness as it relates to positive and preventive health and

well being.

In summary, the State of.Ohio for the past 30 years at

least, has considered the health education of its residents

as a priority. The State Planing Committee for Health

Education has provided promotioilal and consultive resources in a

4te
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continuing effort to improve the health education activities

of state and local groups. The coordination of the State's

health eduCition personnel and resources has been an effective

promotional method.
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SUMMARY OF FITNESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES
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